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PREFACE
Palatine High School District 211 schools are not unlike thousands of other public high school districts in
that certain Board of Education policies and regulations
are developed with the understanding that they reflect,
both the community's standards of conduct, values, and
interest in their chi ldren's future.

They also set down

what is thoug ht by its elected members to be prudent and
proper policies for the successful operation of the community's schools .

With these same understandings and a

real concer n for the constituents of the community ,
Palatine High School District 211 Board of Education
members have continued to explore new ideas and implement
for changes to improve the district's schools .

A large

area of concern ever present in the minds of all members
is that of student discipline.

Development of board

policy within this area has been a joint venture with the
district's administrators serving as resource persons .
Among the many policies investigated by Board of Education
members on a continual basis is that of student smoking
violations.
From just such a concern this program was developed
as a result of joint recognition that a significant problem existed within the smoking policy .

Hopefully an
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alternative seminar approach would not only keep more
students in classes as well as provide one additional
opportunity to inform them of health hazards associated

with tobacco.

In addition such a program hopefully would

reduce the number of second and third offense smoking
violations .
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CHAPI'ER I
INTRODUCTION
During the school year 1973-74 within the five
district schools a total of four hundred and five boys
and three hundred and sixty-seven gir ls was suspended from
school for smoking violations .

Board of Education policy

provides for a three day suspension on the first violation
and a five day suspension on the second violation .

A

total of fifty-nine second offense violations occurred .
Overall during this past school year, 1973-74, total school
days lost through suspension for both boys and girls
totalled 2,434.

If a school day consisted of five clock

hours of instruction per student, a total of 11,970 clock
hours of instruction were lost .
Even though numerous efforts are continuously made to
inform all students of the smoking policy within the district's schools, this policy experiences many viol ations
and is recognized by both board members and building
administrato~s as being a thorn in the side of the regular
daily operation of the schools .

This i s not meant to

suggest that controls which result in confrontation are
bad and should be thrown out, nor is it a denial that
controls do not generally redirect a student's behavior at
least for a period of time.

It does su.e;gest, however, that
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the school is bucking social acceptance of smoking, and this
acceptance is reinforced daily by sixty-three million
Americans on a repetitive basis .

These same individuals

may also be the parents of students identified as smoking
violators within district 211 schools .

The point must also

be made that a far greater number of confrontations occur
with parents who simply do not want their child to smoke
but recognize they cannot exert twenty - four hour pressure
or surveillance.

Yet these same parents quite often fail

to understand any administrative rationale which results in
their child losing out on a single day of class instruction
as a result of a smoking violation.
Many parents express the feeling that school policies
providing for suspension actually play right into the hands
of these students who want a short vacation from school.
This concern is certainly legitimate and probably is true
more times than anyone would care to consider.

Still it

must be. recognized that established policies generally
become sequentially more punitive, and most students recognize limits once the particular policy has been violated
and explained .

In addition, parents must recognize that

the school cannot redirect deviant behavior without some
reinforcement from the home.
Related Literature
The intent of an alternative program to suspension
for smoking violations was to make available to the student
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the opportunity for some meaningful learni ng experiences
rather than the immediate reaction of ,
pended, so no sweat .'

'I've not been sus-

Without a doubt many students as

well as their parents were immediately conce rned with the
consequences of being caught in violation of the smoking
policy up to the point of realizing that no sc hool time
would be lost through suspension.

Beyond that understand-

ing, immediate concern probably vanished quickly from both
the student's and their parent 's mind .
The point this writer chose to take, however, was to
investigate what strategy could be used to affect behavior
and attitudes in a short period of time without losing an
o p portunity to truly inform students of current relative
scientific data about the danger of cigarette smoking.

An

alternative program designed with a balanced a p proach co~ld
accomplish a great deal without the program or its conten~
appearing to the students as merely play therapy.

With

this concern the writer investigated models for possible
use in aff e cting change through the alternative program.
Model for 3ehavior Change

Dr. Daniel Horn 1 presented a model for smokin~ behavior change which consisted of four basic dimensions .
suggested that any model intended to change behavior must

1 Da.niel Horn and Selwyn Waingrov;, " S:>me Dime;;sions
of a Model fo!' Smoking Behavior Change, 1 · Go To J-iea l t:h,
New York: Dell ?ut·lishing Company, Inc, : 1972 J p; 20-3 2 .

He
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contain these four basic dimensions; they are:
(1) Tne motivation for changing behavior can be most
varied .
(2) The perception of a threat must be personally
understood .

(3) Alternative psychological mechanisms must be
available to the prospective quitter.

(4) Factors which facilitate or inhibit continuing
reinforcement must be identified and are different for everyone.
The first dimension, motivation for a change in
behavior, extends beyond the issue of immediate health
haza~ds and may include the exemplar role, economics,
esthetics, and/or personal mastery over a habit, suggests
Horn.

Perception of a personal threat, the second dimen-

sion of the behavior change model, could have a number of
conditions which make up the whole.

·some of the conditions

could include a general acceptance of the importance of the
threat, personal relevance of the threat, and finally the
susceptibility of the threat to intervention.

The third

dimension was most difficult in that what may work for one
person may have no impact on another.

This dimension, the

development and use of alternative psychological mechanisms
for affecting smoking behavior change,
dent upon,

is partially depen-

(a) "the adequacy of the techniques used to
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satisfy whatever psychological conditions are operative,
and (b) the ability to motivate peop le to supply the
appropriate techniques designed for them." 1
This dimension was the single greatest challenge
experienced by this writer in researching techinques to be
used in the seminar program .

The immediate effects were

generally shown in the expressions of those students who

were present.

Unfortunately it was not really possible to

determine if those expressions were effects or outcomes.
The fin~l dimension focuses upon what conditions are
necessary to help facilitate an individua l to personally
identify the characteristics that will project him into an
attitude of self-protection.

What stimul2.tes this persor;al

concern and continues to reinforce its continuation?

Horn

suggested that such factors as social p:'ess0res, interpersonal influences, mass media, and the behavior and
attitudes of certain key groups should be considered when
constructing any model of behavioral change.

It should be

pointed out that key groups would not necessarily have to
be established or recognized groups with titles and
appointed leaders .
A final factor that

Dr. Horn suggested was that one

must take into account the general level of acceptability
of' the behavior that existed at a given time.

Tne cu::>rent

general climate of acceptab:.lity of smoking by our society
~roid.

' oo
. . 20-~2.
-
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is probably one of the stronEer counter influences.

These

societal influences blind one to certain factors which
would otherwise facilitate the cessation of smoking ....
health threat, economics, exemplary role all being
examples .
Communication Methodologies
A major concern in the development of the seminar and
its content was the issue of how to approach a group of
teenagers and make the very most of the time available how does one keep from •turning them off.

1

This was

particularly true when the seminar was perceived to be a
threatening e.x;;crience as a :r·esult of having been caught
and then suspen ded pending parent confirmation of seminar
attencance.

r"]a.riy students obviously do care about missing

school and welcomed the opportunity to attend the seminar
rather than invoking parental displeasure with their
suspension .

However, in their own minds they do feel they

have a right to smoke; hence, a feeling of resentment is
bound to surfa:e during the seminar.

The other group

openly resents any restrictions on any of their

1

perceived 1

rights and obvio!.lsly would not be there if the parents had
not made the decision for them .

Therefore, what method

or methods would result in coming closest to the goals of
affecting behavior and attitudes?

What turns on an ex-

tremely hetero~eneous mixture of young adults ranging
age from thirteen to nineteen years o:f' age?

in

How does one
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account for and then supplement the approach for the
multitudes of family and home backgrounds?
A study made at the University of Ill1nois 1 in the
late sixties investigated these kinds of concerns in an
attempt to determine what kind of communication techniques
are most effective in changing behavior and attitu des among
teenage smokers.
were used .

Five mass communication message themes

(1) contemporary, (2) remote,

They were:

(3) both sided, (4) authoritative, and (5) adult-roletaking.
The contemporary theme was designed to stress those
factors about smoking which would appear to have current
meaning to teen2gers .

The remote theme was concerned with

the relationship of smoking to diseases which were more
likely to appear later in life .

The both sided theme pre-

sented the pros and cons of the smoking problem and
suggested that each individual make his or her own decision
regarding their smoking.

The authoritarian theme relied

on the appeal of traditional authoritarian figures such as
parents, teachers, coaches, and doctors for its impact on
influencing smoking behavior.

In the adult-role-taking

message, teenagers were asked to play the role of an adult
attempting to persuade other adults, played by teenagers,
not to smoke, thus subtly influe ncing himself not to smoke.
l q;
'"'.....
11
J.,..,
n _ 11'.l..am H. 1.,.eswe~,
.... ,

·
' t yo ...,..
ana' o th e ....,.., s, 11 UniversJ..
Illinois Anti-Smoking Education Study, 11 Illinois Journ2.l o:'
Education, (Illinois; Superintendent of Public Instruction,

19b9),

pp

27-35.
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Five experimental groups consisting of the five mass
communication themes plus one control group were matched
closely according to their rate of smoking and then randomly
assigned to one of the six groups .
over a seven month period .

The study was conducted

All of the different messages

were presented in the form of pamphlets, flyers , and
posters .

Sets of the mass communication materials were

prepared in accordance with the five different message
themes.

Data were collected from the experimental and

control groups and was analyzed by ( 1 ) calculating the
smoking net recruitment rate,

(2) by measuring the changes

in proportion of smokers, and (3) by measuring the changes
in attitudinal scale scores .

The smoking net recruitment

rate was used to show the differences between the various
message themes.
Analysis of the data indicated that the experimental
group given the contemporary message had the lowest smoking
rate out of the six groups .

The second most effective

message was the adult-role- taking approach .

Changes in

smoking behavior according to the various message themes
showed that there were significant differences between the
groups using the following messages .

The contemporary

theme was more effective than either the remote or both
sided approach.

The authoritative theme was more effective

than either the remote or both sided approach.

As sug-

gested by these findings the issue of relevancy was most
important whe n attempting to affect student behavior .

•
CHAPTER II
ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
Rationale for an Alternative Approach
Regardless of how Board of Education members and
administrators construct rationale to support the actions
taken when the policy has been violated, professional educators must recognize that not in all cases will the
punishment change patterns of behavior or, more importantly,
student values.

As educational leaders working with

students in a diverse society, it is difficult to equate
forcing a loss of valuable school instruction as a result
of a "socially accepted addiction."

This is particularly

true on the first offense of the smoking policy.

With this

understanding, it was recognized that an alternative to the
smoking policy might enjoy support from all concerned:
students, parents, administrators, and Board of Education
members, an alternative which educationally and philosophically makes good sense to all concerned.
Purposes of Alternative
The alternative would hopefully see more students in
class rather than suspended from school.

In addition, an

alternative to suspension would illustrate yet another
attempt on the part of the school to inform students of the
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inherent dangers to their health through use of tobacco .
The alternative to suspension would hopefully see a reduction in the number of second and third policy violations
and may be the impetus needed for some individuals to give
up smoking completely.

The alternative to suspension would

actually be an informational seminar incorporating several
major thrusts organized and written specifically for
teenagers .
Background Preceding Development of Alternative
This writer ' s interest in the development of an
alternative program to suspension for youthful smoking
offenders originates from job experience in dealing with
students and parents and personal understanding of the
social pressures our youth face during the teenage maturation process.

This writer was appointed by Dr. Richard C.

Kolze, Superintendent of High School District 211 schools,
to a Discipline Committee composed of district office and
building administrators during the school year 1973-74.
The purpose of this committee primarily was to review
established disciplinary policies and the procedures for
handling those same policies and, if warranted, make
suggestions for their change.

This review of policies was

also intended to give those who had an interest an opportunity to voice, in public, their specific concerns.
Prior to the formation of this committee, an administrative workshop co-sponsored by Richard Martwick,
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Superintendent of the Educational Service Region of Cook
County and the Chicago Lung Association, was held at
Richards Township High School.

The workshop was entitled,

"Seminar or Suspension Program ," which currently was being
used within the Richards High School.

Several administra-

tors from this district attended the workshop, and their
personal interest in this approach to a discipline policy
prompted this writer to propose a similar program to the
reviewing Discipline Committee members.

See Appendix C.

CHAPI'ER III
DEVELDPMENT OF THE ALTERNATIVE
Organi z ati o n f or Impl ementati on
Alt hough n umerous ar eas of concer n were raised regarding the proposed program , the comm i ttee endorsed the
concept as submitted an d incl uded it wit hin the total
package which was acted upon by the Board of Education
membe rs at i ts August,

1974, meeting.

Hence, the task of

this writer was to research and develop an alternative
pro6 ram within the existing smoking policy and plan out
th e procedural details for its implementation.

It al so

included researching for curre nt and relative data to be
used in seminar content, organizing for its orde rl y
presentation, maintaining a coordinat ing role between the
five buildings, s upe rvision of and directing participating
teachers, an d evaluatin 6 the pro6 ram with an emphasis upon
recommendations for fut~re use.
With the Discipline Committee's full endorsement, an
immediate effo~ t was made to identify within the dist~ict
staff those members who would be interested in assisting
in the organi zation o f the seminar cont e nt an d teaching the
seminar.

In addition, a great deal of effort was made

duri ng the summer months to search the literature for
informative materials relating to al l facets of the tobacco
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problem.

A review of the related literature was also made

to determine the best methodology to use in light of the
age group and the circumstances surrounding their presence
at the seminar.

An ambitious effort was also undertaken

in previewing 16mm films, sound filmstrips, filmstrips,
and slides with the intention of accumulating the best
visual materials for use in the seminar program.
As a result of the effort made to solicit from each
of the five high school faculties those individuals who
might wish to assist with the alternative prosram, a total
of seven faculty members responded .

Four expressed their

willingness to continue in the development of the program
materials and in teaching the seminar content.

Other than

explaining the basic concept of the alternative program, no
effort was made until the middle of August to meet regularly
with the four volunteers.
Program Content and ~aterials
In late August the program was close to completion
after numerous meetings with Miss Kathy Crawford, Mr.
Bryant Danisch, Miss Kay Koehler, and Miss Kathi Molbeck .
Much of the content chosen to include in the seminar
program was not available in any media format.

That which

was available did not lend itself to flexible use.

A

search of books, magazines, pamphlets, and materials distributed by the American Cancer Society, Chicago Lung
Association, and the In~eragency Council on Smoking and
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Health were invaluable in the development of appropriate
visuals.

Nearly two- hu ndred slides wer ~ prepared from

these materials .

In addition, two 16mm film clips, several

handouts, and one display comprised the visuals used in the
seminar presentation.
Viechanics of Administering Program
rany of the questions asked of this writer when the
p:'ogram v;as proposed to the Discipline Committee were
specifically directed to the administration of the prob ram.
It was necessary that all procedures and written forms be
the same since five high schools were operating within the
program .

For the purpose of additional input,

it was

determined best to meet with a small group of administrators
from different buildings and discuss what specific needs
must be provided and how best they could be met.

A total

package could then be presented for all disciplinarians to
review.
A major concern was whether or not the student was
actually suspended and also, the procedure for parents
identifying that they choose the seminar rather than
suspension?

A third cons ideration was the manner in which

the parents were to be informed that their ~hild violated
the smoking policy?

Another question raised was the

procedure for identifying r.ames of those stuaen~s who
attended the seminar and relayi ng that info~mation to the
appropriate school .

Also if a student did not at~end the
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seminar what action wa s to be taken?

And fina l }y ~ he r e was

the seminar to be held and h0w often and at what ti me s?
Student Suspension
The issue of whether or not a student was actually
s u spended,

it was determined, - centered upon the time inter-

val between feedback from the parent as to the decision of
whether or not the student would be attending the seminar.
If the administrator had not received a parent telephone
call prior to the beginning of the student's next regularly
scheduled school day, the stud ent was considered suspended.
The length of s u s p ension would be the total num~ er of
perio ds elap sing until the tele p hone call was r ecei v ed.

If

a telephone call was received prior to the student's school
day, the student was considered suspended only on paper and
actually experienced no loss of school time.
Parent Contact

•

The procedure to be used to inform parents that their
son or da ughter had been identif ied in violation of the
smoking policy was to be by a form letter.

Tnis form letter

served two pur p oses in that it informed the parents of the
suspension and the reason as well as described the alternative program to suspension.

Tne original l etter was

given to the student to give to the parents, and a copy
was sent through the regular postal mail system.
Appendix E .

See
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Along with the form letter, which stated the student
was suspended and explained the alternative to suspension,
an additional form was included entitled, Student Statement
of Understanding Regarding Smoking Policy .

See Appendix E.

This form was simply a restatement of the Board of Education
Smoking Policy and the student was asked to sign the form
while in the adm inistrator's office.

The obvious intent

was to focus the student's attention upon the present
violation and ensure complete familiarity with the next
step of the smoking policy.

Hopefully the parents also

had the opportunity to read and revie~ the contents of the
letter with their son or daughter.
Student Accounting
The student accounting procedure was quite simple.
The day of the scheduled seminar each building was asked
to compile a listing of those students expected to attend
and send the list to the administrator in charge.

Included

with the list was the student's parents' name and address.
The evening of the scheduled seminar, st~de nts were told
they must sign a roster at the end of the program to
ascertain their presence.

Each student named on the roster

was cross-checked with the listing received earlier from
each building.

A telephone call was made the next morning

to one of the assistant principals' secretaries by the
administrator in charge, and the names of those students
present were given.

In some instances there were students
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present in the seminar for whom no prior notice was received.

Students absent from the scheduled seminar were

then called to the administrator's office who originally
handled the referral, and the student was given an opportunity to explain his or her reason for their absence.
Based upon the student's explanation of the reason for
his/her absence, the administrator could determine if a
penalty would be imposed.

The penalty ~ight result in

the student's being reassigned to another seminar or could
result in a three day suspension from school.
Location and Frequency
Due to the size of the district and a fairly accurate
dissection of district boundaries by a tollway, it was
determined best to use two schools.

Fremd, which is north

o~ the tollway, served Palatine; and Fremd High Schools and
Schaumburg, which is south, served Conant., Schaumburg, and
Hoffman Estates High Schools.

The frequency of the seminars

was determined to be one every ten days or every other week.
The total number of seminars scheduled was twenty with each
falling on a Wednesday evening from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION
Methods
Communication Techniques
To attempt to describ e the communication techniques
employed within the seminar it would be necessary to explain
that no one spec if ic technique was incorporated throughout
the alternative program.

It was, instead, a combination of

all the techniques discussed with the ex ce ption of the
adult-r ole-taking theme.

The various ~e~hniques employed

centered upon the topic being presented .
Primarily the program was strongly leader dominated ,
even through the use of numerous visuals formats .

The

obvious reason for this was the n umber of students present
and their overall attitude .

The average number of students

attendin g the seminars over the course of the year ~as
twenty-eight per session.

This does not reflect, however,

the disproportionate size of the groups on various occasions.

Therefore 1

in order to maintain control and

momentum it was most necessary to keep the content of the
program moving ~1th a leader - directed approach .
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Teaching Approach
The use of two teachers as well as this writer to
present the seminar content proved to be very effective.
The responses of the students and their seeming willingness
to listen appeared to be directly related to the use of a
variety of group leaders.

Through rotation of the group

leader with each topical change student attention and
interest was renewed.

The personality exhibited by each

instructor was of perhaps more importance than any of the
work spent organizing and acquiring appropriate visual
materials.

Their ability to inject warm, concerned

feelings for kids was a significant factor in holding the
student's attention.
Discipline Techniques
Special care in disciplining talkative, rowdy students
was found to be a very critical issue.

A verbal reprimand

to an individual in the group in many instances seemingly
'turned off' many students to what was being presented
during the remainder of the program.

Perhaps this element

of protection was a result of the overall threat that most
students felt upon being forced to attend the seminar.
That rs, group cohesiveness became a defense mechanism to
ward off any perceived threats to any individual's freedom.
The best technique for reprimanding a rowdy student
was for one of the other instructors to approach the
student quietly and explain the expected behavior with
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little or no emotion.

Another approach used to bring the

group together was to stop and wait for the disturbing
student or students to stop talking.

Facial expression

must be controlled at this time not to reflect frustration
or impatience with the individual or the group as a whole.
The use of emotions by any of the instructors was rarely
found to have any affect in altering talkative, rowdy
student behavior.

The instructors also found that extreme

enthusiasm was detrimental in their p resentation of
material.

Most of the students appeared very skeptical

of outward exuberance shown for the subject matter.
Procedures for Measurement
In an effort to gather needed input from students,
parents, and administrators, a total of four measuring
devices was developed and employed.

Three, of the total,

were developed after viewing a number of different evaluative materials from different sources .

It would appear,

however, that even those instruments developed in the late

1960 1 s .were much like those developed immediately following
the first Surgeon General's Report of

1964.

Other evalua-

tive materials located were very specific and leaned
heavi l y upon variables being tested with experimental g~oups .
The first questionnaire, given to students, was distributed,
administered, and coliected at the conclusion of each
seminar and was a combination of many ideas gleaned from
reviewing other measuring devices.

See Appendix F .
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Student Questionnaire
The first student q~estionnaire was divided into
three sections .
by age ,

The first section identified each student

class, school, smoker, or nonsmoker.

The second

and third sections were designed to gather a quick perspective of some demographic factors.

Those factors asked

for were history of smoking within the home by parents,
siblings, friends , and the individ~al student .

In addi -

tion, the st ud ents were asked to characterize their use of
tobacco both in terms of consumption at the present time
as wel l as the length of time they had been smoking.
Students were also asked what they thought the reasons
we r e for young people initiating or avoiding the smoking
habit.

Finally the students were asked not only what they

would like to do about their own smoking habit now, but
to project their continuat i on of smoking five years i nto
the future .
Parent Oo i nionnaire
Following full consideration of the different devices
which could be employed to assess parental i mpressions of
the a l ternative program,

it was determined that an

opi n ionnaire would lend itself best to furnishing the
type of feedback needed .

It would a l so serve· to structure

the feedback for a cleare~ interpretation of parental
feelings .

It was devermined the opinionnaire should be
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sent out approximately two weeks after the student attended
the seminar.

All opinionnaires were sent out with a self-

addressed, stamped envelope for added convenience and
prompt return .
Perhaps one of the more important aspects of the
alternative program is that relationship fostered between
the pare nts and the school.

More specifically, the initial

contact between the parent and the school, as a result of
a smoking pol ic y violation , can override any past and/or
future dealings with the adm~nistrator .

Parental concern

within the realm of stuoent d iscipl ine had intensified
within the district and ~as particularly true regarding
the subject of suspension.

Smcking policy vioiations a~e

responsible for the greatest number of days lost from school
through suspens ion.

For this reason parental feedback on

t~is program: an alternative to suspension, was of the
utmost importance not only for evaluating pare ntal feelings
for this program but for any similar programs proposed in
the future.
A major feature built into the program \.;as the
involvement of the student's parents in determining whether
or not the se minar was elected in lieu of a three day
suspension.

Although several questions within the

opinionnaire dealt with the concept of an alternative
to suspensi on, one question ~n parti cular was addressed
to the role of the pare nt in the aecision-making pro~ess.
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Two additional questions, which r e quired a val ~e judgment
from the parents, were based upon observing exhibited
student behavior and attitudinal changes .

Both were ex-

tremely important in evaluating both the success of the
seminar as well as the value the parents p l aced on the
alternative to suspension approach .

See Appendix F .

An additional question focused upon the length of the
s e minar.

As mentioned earlier, the seminar was two and a

half h~urs in length.

A very serious concern by this

w~iter was the length of time needed to serve the purposes
intended.

Should the seminar program be held on two

separate evenings or compacted into one evening presentation?

Questions which would surely arise were:

would a

student who attended only one session out of a total of two

be given full credit or would that student be reassigned to

a later seminar?

What affect would a two week lapse of

t:me have on subject continuity and overall learning?
Tnese questions were the primary reasons for choosing a
single evening of two and a half hours as the ideal length

of ti~e allotted for the seminar.

Hence an additional

question asked was, what was the parent's reaction to the
length of the program.

Without attempting to beg the

question this writer recognizes that a two and a half hou~
eveni ng prese n tation designed to invoke behavior change
among teenagers on so deeply an instilled and socially
acceptec habit,

is wanting.

',i•.!f!r

t,.: '.
.

.

~ '
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Attitudinal Opinionnaire
A second evaluative instrument used with students
attending the seminar was an attitudinal opinionnaire
adapted from a "Public Health Service Publication, No.
1904, (Revised)."

The purpose of administering the

op i nionnaire was to measure student values on a number of
topics associated with their use of tobacco.
Four common reasons for wanting to quit smoking
cigarettes are:

Concern over the effects on health; desire

to set an example; recognition of the unpleasant, unesthetic
and social aspects of smoking; and the desire to exercise
self- control .

Actually to attempt to give up smoking one

must do more than simply acknowledge that cigarette smo~ing
may be harmful to one's own health.

There must be some

personal internalization and meaning for the individual
before he can stop.

For whatever reason(s) the individual

must recognize some value will be accrued as a result of
stopping .

For this reason this measuring device was chosen

to be administered to each student approximately six weeks
after attending the seminar.

Hopefully this period of time

would be a more accurate measurement of what each student
truly valued and believed.

Ideally a pre and post test

should have been administered, but only the post test was
incorporated for data gathering.
The attitudinal opinionnaire had twenty questions
which could be grouped into six categories .

They were:
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health reasons, personal relevance, example, esthetics,
value of stopping, and capability for s topping.

Each

question could be answered by selecting one response out of
four possible responses with each response hav ing a preestablished point value ranging from one to four .
range in selection of responses was :
somewhat agree,

The

completely agree,

somewhat disagree, and completely disag ?? e.

Any score of nine or above on any of the six factors
was interpreted as supporting one 1 s desire to quit smoking.
A score of six or below would be interpreted as not having

If one

any effect upon one's quitting the smoking habit.

scored a nine or better on the health factor, the health
hazards associated with smoking might b e enough :.o r;;ake one

want to quit smoking without any other :actc:-· ::,c.ken into
conside~ation.

Within the category of setting a good

example for others, many individuals such as parents,
teachers) and doctors quit so that they might affectively
influence a young person not to smoke.

A

score of six or

less might mean that one is not interested in establishing
a good example or perhaps does not fully appreciate how
important one's own example can be upon others, part icularly
young people.

Smoking's unesthetic aspects, such as the

smell of stale smoke on clothing, bad breath, and stained
fingers and teeth might be enough reason to consider breaking the habit.

If one sco~ed nine or above on the factor

of self-control, that indivicual might be so vemp ..,ea
.L.

....

-
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knowledge that he/she car,not control the smoking desire,
that this awareness could be the challenge necessary to
prompt such an individua l to quit smoking.
A score of six or below would identify that same

characteristic found in most all smokers,

11

it can't happen

to me ; these statistics are for the other guy."

Personal

relevance is a tremendous motivator or inhibitor de pending
upon one's values.

Evidence has been gathered to show that

th ere are benefits to one's health when one gives up smoking
even i f one has been a long-t ime smoker.

A score of six or

less on the value of stopping would indicate one does not
realize this or 8hoses to i gnore it.

In t he categor y,

capability for stopping, a sc or e of six would i ndicate one
acknowledges it would be difficult to stop smoking .

See

Appendix F'.
Administr~tive Opinionnai~e

Date.. ·w ere also g athered from those individuals who have
worked most closely with the alternative to suspension progr am.

Within the dis~rict 's five high schools there are ten

assistant and three associate principals charged ~ith
handling student discipline.

Excluding this writer, a total

of twelve administrators were sent opinionnaires.
The purpose of the opinionnaire was to solicit from
those individuals their attitudes and incorporate this

materi2.l into re8ommendations for i~provernent.

Sever2.l

different concepts were designed and written into this
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opinionnaire.

The questions include administrative reaction

to the program through contact with parents, students, and
the administrator's own feelings about the alternative
program.

In addition, an effort was made to sample reaction

to the freque ncy, duration, and location of the seminars.
Several questions were addressed to the issue of offering
an alternative to suspension to those individuals identified
as using drugs or alcohol on school premises.

Another

question raised was what impact would making current information regarding health hazards associated with tobacco
have if offered to all students, not just policy violators.
And final ly a question was asked of the involvement the
faculty has shown in the identification of smoking violators
as a result of knowing about the alternative program.
Appendix F.

See

CHAPI'ER V

ANALYSIS
Student Accounting
The alternative to the suspension program for smoking
violations was designed, organized, and administered through
the 1974-75 school year.

For the purposes of writing this

paper it became necessary to establish a cut-off date for
the collection and reporting of data .

Therefore, this

paper covers the period from the September 11th through the
lfay 21st seminars, a total of eighteen individual programs .

During this period of time a total of

679 smoking

violations was recorded in the five district schools.

See

Table 1, Nine Month Total Smoking Violations for the School
Year 1974-75 by School.

This total figure includes both

second and third offenders as well as first offenders .
this total number

606 were first offense violations.

Of
Tne

actual number of students attending the seminars was 508 .
See Table 2, Seminar Attendance Summary By School and Date .

TABLE 1
NINE MONTH TOTAL SMOKING VIOLATION FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1974-75 BY SCHOOL
Palatine

Fremd

Conant

Schaumburg

Hoffman Estates

Boys Girls Susp.

Boys Girls Susp.

Boys Girls Susp .

Boys Girls Susp.

Boys Girls Susg.

6

5

0

11

10

1

21

1

0

6

1

0

4

11

0

October

11

10

1

10

11

3

13

10

3

11

8

1

6

3

0

November

5

4

1

15

10

2

4

9

5

8

5

3

1

0

1

December

3

5

1

8

10

7

10

3

4

5

1

1

5

3

0

January

4

5

2

11

10

3

12

6

3

4

2

1

5

2

1

February

10

5

5

13

23

10

16

14

5

8

6

1

8

7

1

March

8

7

7

13

9

8

15

· 11

11

2

3

0

5

12

2

/\p.r 11

10

1

0

,9

8

6

25

9

8

7

7

6

3

12

2

1

3

1

10

5

8

14

3

13

1

5

1

4

3

2

46

39

18

72

74

48

59

55

52

47

29

14

40

45

9

September

May

Total
Violations

103

196

196

90

94

rv

\D
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Thus, ninety - eight first offense violators were suspended as
a result of not attending the seminars.
Smoking Suspensions For

See Table 3,

1974-75.·
TABLE 3

SMOKING SUSPENSIONS FOR

1974-75

Hoffman
Schaumburg
Estates
Palatine Fremd Conant

Explanation
Stud ent Did
Not Show

6

7

14

4

5

St udent Chose
Not To At ten·a

0

6

34

3

2

Suspension Held
In Abeyance

1

0

15

0

0

Second Offense

9

17

16

7

1

Third Offense

2

2

_l

0

1

18

32

82

14

9

Of the ninety-eight suspensions, thirty-six were a result of
the student not attending the prog ram after having originally
agreed to.

A number of students chose not to attend and

thus were suspended for three school days as was prescribed
in the smoking policy.

The sixteen remaining students had

their suspensions held in abeyance.

In most of these cases

the student was a special education placement and was not
given the choice of attending the seminar.

These students

were suspended on paper but actually lost no school time.
Of the remaining seventy-three suspensions, second offense
violators totaled fifty, and third offense violators totaled
eight.

Sixteen second offense violators' suspensions were

held in abeyance similar to the procedure used with first
offense violators.
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A comparison of 1973-74 district smoking violations
with 1974-75, reveals fewer violations fo r this past school
year, 1974-75.

Totals for 1973-74 and 1974-75 are 772 and

679 respectively .

Thus, fewer violations occurred overall

this past school year - the year the alternative program
was introduced.
The total number of school days lost this school
year as a result of the first smoking violation was 294 as
compared with 2,139 days the prev ious year .

The total num-

ber of school days saved as a result of 508 students attending the seminar was 1,524.

This is a most substantial

savings of human talent by both students and teachers.
If each student were scheduled for a five clock
hour day , then 10,695 hours of instruction were lost in

1973-74 on the first violation alone as opposed to 1,470
hours in 1974-75 .

As a result of the alternative to

suspension those 508 students did not lose any time from
their classes.

Thus, the alternat ive can be attributed

with sav ing 7,620 hours of class instruction.

With a major

goal of keeping students in classes, the alternative approac h
to smoking violations has successfully met that goal. See
Table 4, Comparison of First Smoking Violations For School
Years 1973-74 And 1974-75.

r

..
TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF FIRST SMOKING VIOLATIONS FOR
SCHOOL YEARS 1973-74 AND 1974-75

1974-75

1973-74

Total 1st Violations 606

Total 1st Violations 713

Days Saved Days Lost Hours Lost

Days Saved Days Lost Hours Lost
Alternative
(seminar)
3-Day
Suspension

Alternative
(seminar)

N/A

2139

5 Clock
Hour Day

10,695

Total Lost Time

1973-74

3-Day
S.uspension

2139
days

10,695
hours

1524
vJ
vJ

29J.~

5 Clock
Hour Day

11+70

Total Lost Time

197J.f-75

291+
days

11no
hours

Student Questionnaire
The interpretation of data gathered from the student
questionnaires distributed the evening of the seminar presented some problems .

Students were originally requested

to com plete and sign the questionnaires .

Students understood

that thei r name was the only way verification of their
presence was assured and therefore signed the quest i onnaire
but would not comple t e it .

A sign-out roster was then ini-

tiated at the conclusion of the program .

Questionnaires

were distr ib uted to the students at the conclusion of the
program and they were told not to sign the form but answer
all questions honestly and thoughtfully .

As a result of this

procedure , to ensure student anonymity and honesty in
responses, there was no real distinction be twe en those students
sched ~led to be present and those who just walk ed in.

There-

fore , there were approximately twelve responses from students
who were not scheduled to be present but who probably com pleted a questionnaire, and wh ose responses were mixed with
othe r students ' responses .

In addition, there were numerous

instances where one or two questions were answered and the
rest left blank .

Some were left completely blank .

For

these reasons the number of responses will vary from the
total number of students attending the seminars as well as
the number of responses recorded for individual questions
contained with in the questionnaire.
naires was collected and tabulated.

A total of 492 question-
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Of the

492 questionnaires received , 462 stuaents

stated they were smokers .
smokers .

Thirty stated they were non-

The range in chronological age from the highest

to the lowest number of students was:

sixteen year olds

with 144, fifteen year olds with seventy-nine, and eighteen
year olds with thirty-four.
o l ds totaled three each .

Both thirteen and nineteen year

Although . these age figures do not

differ significantly with major studies, it should be
pointed out that the data collected in the questionnaires
were a result of those who were in violation of the smoking
policy.

Hundreds of other students within the five high

schools smoke but have observed smoking policy regulations.
The year or class in school ranging from the highest
to the lowest number of students were sophomores with 162,
freshmen with 121, juniors with 106, and seniors with a low
of

84.

The number of students from each building ranged

from a high of 150 from Fremd, Conant with

91, Hoffman

Estates with 88, Palatine with 86, and Schaumburg with a
low of

71.

totals

508 .

The number of students from all five high schools

In part two of the questionnaire some interesting
information was revealed which was consistent with other
studies.

For example, the question which asked whether or

not the parents smoked revealed ninety- one fathers, and
eighty mothers smoked .

Total responses for households in

which both parents smoke were

196.

All together a total
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of

367 parents was identified as smokers as compared to 122

responses for parents who do not smoke .

Certainly the con-

cern for role playing, setting an appropriate example, and
imitation were evident with these responses .

Question two

also substantiates the emphasis educators place upon role
pla ying and imitation of older brothers and sisters .
total of

A

276 res ponde nts stated yes they did have older

brothers or sisters who smoke , whereas in question three the
respons e was just the opposite.

A total of

336 respondents

indicated they did not have younger siblings who smoked .
Perhaps the most enlightening question is question
four which does not really introduce new data but certainly
is overwhelmingly significant .
11

Question four simply asked,

does your best friend smoke?" .

Of all the studies this

writer has read and questionnaires reviewed, this question
was included in all of them .

Of

489 res ponde nt s , 433

responded that their best friend did smoke.
replied that their best friend did not smoke .

Only f i fty-six
Peer group

pressure is a tremendous acd yet subtle persuader as has
been so thoroughly studied and reported on in the past .
Question f i ve attempted to probe deeper into peer groups ;
and although the responses were not what was expected, the
responses were quite interesting .

The question asked ,

"Is

there someone to whom you feel very close who has begun to
smoke within the last three months? " .
responded no one, to this question .
mean a number of things .

A total of

338

This response cou l d

Perhaps the real explanation is
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the time limit im posed by the wording of the question .

Three

months or ninety days was probably not sufficiently long
enough to be equated with the word "feel

11

Most students

•

may have already establ i shed some lasting relationships with
friends or members of the opposite sex .

Tne question thus

may have forced many students to respond no to the question
as a result of the time limit mentioned.

Regardless of how

the question was worded, 183 respondents indicated a b uddy,
boy or g i rl friend, b~other or sister had just begun to
smoke wi thin that ninety day period of time .

Of the 183

responses, forty-four stated a buddy, thirty-one stated a
boy friend, and fifty-four a girl friend .

Perhaps the

pressure for girl friends to i nitiate smoking was high because of boy friends who smoked.

Additional responses

totaled thirty-four for brothers and sisters, and twentyeight for others .
Part II I dealt specifically with the values of the
respondents .

Question one was projected into t he future

for two reasons:

to learn the reason for certain behavior

and to antic-ipate fu t ure behavior .

Question one asked what

the probability would be that five years from now one
would still be smoking?

Of

497 respondents forty - three

stated that they definitely wou l d be smoking .

Two hundred

and th i rty-six responded-that they probab l y would be , and

166

responded that they probab l y would n ot be smoking, five

years from now .

Those who replied , definitely not , totaled
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fifty-two,

just slightly higher than those who stated

definitely yes they would be smoke rs.
Questi o n two was a familiar question in most all
questionnaires and was included to serve as a follow-through
to the questions asked in Part I .

This question asked what

each student thought was the main rea son for teenage smoking .
Choice (a), to look big , more grown-up pulled 107 responses;
choice (b) , because their pare nts smoke pulled forty -e ight
responses .

Based upon data gathered in this que stionnaire

the number of parents who smoked out-numbered those whose
parents did not smoke by three to one .

It was interesting

that those same students did not attribute their own use of
c i garettes to their parents .

?erhaps as a result of having

observed the pare nt smoke from the student's very earl i est
recall to the present t ime became so much a part of the
parent that young people really did not recognize the
repe tit ive rei nforcement they were receiving from their
parents .
Choice (c) , suggests the reas on was because their
friends smoked .

A total of 161 responses were recorded for

thi s choice wh ich was al s o the greates t number assigned to
any of the choices .

This total certainly reinforces question

four in Part I.

The fourth choice rece i ved 100 tallies, the

fourth highest .

This que stion postulates that young people

begin smoking because they are curious .

The fifth choice,

to be a part of the c rowd, received 116 tallies an d was
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the second highest in the number of responses received.
Collectively, choices #1,
out of 580 recorded.

3, 4, and 5 totaled 484 responses

This once again helps i de ntify the

reasons for young people initiating the smoking habit as
being closely interwoven with the maturation process which
ultimately speaks to the needs of the individual .

Choice

number six received seventy-one tallies in res ponse to,
cigarettes calming their nerves.

Other responses written

in by students may be seen by looking at the questionnaire
found in the appendix.

Among those written in, one was

worth mentioning at this point; and that was, taste .

With

all the effort expended by the big cigarette manufacturers
in advertising,

it was ironic that only six students indi-

cated taste as being a reason for beginning to smoke.
Obviously many students made no real attempt to distinguish
in their mind the reasons for their beginning to smoke and
why they are smoking now.
Question three of Part III asked the question, what
do you think is the main reason teenagers do not start
smoking?

The first choice offered, because their parents

do not allow it, received 100 tallies.

The second choice,

because they know it is bad for their health, received 116
tallies, the highest number recorded.

Obviously health

reasons alone were not sufficient to discourage young people
from smoking, and yet they placed health reasons as the most
important concern .

The third choice offered the broad area

l~O

of esthet ics by stat ing that due to the taste and smell of
smoke young people avoid cigarettes .

Surprisingly this

choice received ninety-eight tallies .

The lowest number of

responses received for any of the choices was number four
which offered, because it slows them down in sports .

Only

sixty-seven responses were received for this explanation of
why students do not begin smok ing .

Interes ting ly there was

apparently no connection in the respondents' minds concerning
this comment and the comme nt regarding, they know it is bad
for their health; which received the highes t number of
tallies .

This perhaps relates back to the idea that the

consequences are always for the "othe r fellow . "
Question five, fear of gett ing caug ht, was second
highes t with 114 tallies.

Perhaps the challenge and the

maintenance of the smoking habit among many teenagers was
the satisfactio n of getti ng by with something that was not
accepted by parents or the school .

If no restrict i ons were

im posed upon teenage smokers by their parents , school
authorities, and society in general, would the teenage
smoking problem just disappear?
The sixth cho ice offers the explanation that the
re ason teenagers do not start to smoke i s because their
friends do not smoke .

A t otal of 105 responses were re-

corded for this cho ice, the third highest number of tallies
received.

Appare ntly most teenagers who do smoke are n ot

cognizant of the vast majority of their friends who smoke .
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Certainly the implication is that imitation, peer pressure,
and curiosity were all fully at work and yet were not recogOf 489 respondents to the question, does your best

nized .

friend smoke, 433 responded affirmatively that their best
friend did indeed smoke .

Additional entries made by students

may be seen on the quest i onnaire located in the appendix.
Questions four, five, six, and seven attempted to
clarify several points concerning the students' use of
cigarettes.

Question four asked each respondent to describe

themselves in terms of n onsmoker, occasional smoker, and
smoker.

A total of twenty-four nonsmokers, 131 occasional

smokers, and 326 smokers was identified.

Question five

disclosed that of 444 responses to this question, 383
students smoked every day or just about every day.

And that

one- third of all respondents were smoking from ten to nineteen cigarettes a day as revealed in question six.

Almost

fifty percent of the respondents had bee n smok i ng for more
than two years.

Although the questionnaire did not ask for

the specific number of years each respon1ent smoked, it
certainly would have been worthwhile.

In the course of

presenting each seminar's content and from the feedback
received from many of the students to questions asked, it
has been most apparent that this program s h ould be offered
in junior high school also .

Only fifty - seven students

responded they had been smoking less than one year while
others volunteered that they had been smoking for six and
seven years.

Que stion eig ht asked each st ude nt, aside from what they
thought they actually could do, which would they most like to
do?

The six choices available included, quit smoking, cut

down a lot, cut down a little, not sure at this time, smoke
as much as now, and, finally, smoke more than now.

This

question once again attempted to introduce values in the
decision making process of eac h student.

A total of 428

responses was received and of these thirty-six percent, 154
responses were tal li ed for choice one, which was quit smoking.
Those wishing to cut down a lot totaled eighty-six, and those
wishing to cut down a little totaled seventy-three.

Seventy-

three percent of all respondents stated they would like to
quit or cut down on their smoking .
Parent Opinionnaire
An additional attempt to gather input about the alternative program from parents was somewhat disappointing.

Of

508 parent op inionnaires sent out over the nine month study,
189 were returned.

Twenty-three were returned by the postal

service as nondeliverable.
'~Moved.

11

Generally the reason checked was

Of the remaining 166 opin ionna ires, six were re-

turned uncompleted, but with a comment.

Thus 160 opinion-

naires represents the feedback received from parents whose
son or daughter attended the seminar .

This represents a

thirty-one percent return rate.
In response to the fi rst question, the seminar was a
waste of time, seventy-four Strongly Disagreed , thirty
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Mildly Disagreed, twenty ne i ther Agreed or Di sagreed, and
eighteen Mildly Agreed with sixteen Strongly Agreeing .
Thus, approximately two out of three responses indicated
the seminar was not a waste of time .

Question two was over-

whelmingly positive with ninety-six respondents Strongly
Agreeing and thirty-one Mi l dly Agreeing .

They felt the

seminar was an improvement of the smoking policy .

The same

response was true for question three which stated that as a
parent the opportunity to select an alternative ~as appre ciated.

Of 160 responses to this question, 136 Strongly

Agreed they did appreciate this opportunity to be i nvolved.
The fact that question three drew two more responses than
any other question in the opinionnaire says something to the
trend seen in parents of late.

That is, that parents want to

be involved in the decisions affecting their child's education.
The fourth question asked for a value judgment on the
part of the parent completing the opinionnaire.

Tne question

stated, I have observed a change in my chtld's attitude
toward smoking - twenty-one responded, Strongly Agree; and
forty-one responded, Mildly Agree .

The selection, neither

Agree nor Disagree, received forty-four responses .

A total

of thirty-eight responses was received for Strongly Disagree.
·rn response to question five, I have observed a change i n
my child ' s smoking habits, the choice Strongly Agree received twenty responses; and Mildly Agree received thirtyone responses.

A

total of thlrty-rlve responses was
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received for Strong l y Disagree .

Of 158 respondents toques-

tion six, 132 Strongly Disagreed with the use of a three day
school suspension for the first smoking violation.

Interest-

ingly seven respondents selected Stron~ly Agree, and five
se l ected Mildly Agree to this same question.
inference was this,

Perhaps the

if a policy or rule has been broken the

penalty must be met.
Quest i on seven mere l y asked the parent if comments
were made about the seminar, and what they were .
responses the following was the break down :
no value, l 4j

Of 160

choice (a) of

(b) interesting, 57 ; (c) a rip - off, 6;

or OK, 56j and (e) a farce, 10 responses.

(d) good

Additional comments

made included scare tactics, too long, and nothing new.
The eighth and last question dealt with the length of
time the seminar lasted.
received:

2i

The rollowing were the responses

(a) present length of 2! hours, 65; (b) less than

hours, 18; (c) more than one session of 3 hours, 36; and

(d) no more than two sessions of 3 hours, 7 responses.

For

additional comments on questions sev~n an9 eight, see parent
opin i onnaire in appendix F.
The section of the opinionnaire provided for comments
was most rewarding.

Many parents responded with various

comments regarding their son or daughter's suspension and
the alternative program .

Several parents who · attended the

seminar made a special effort to communicate their appreciation for t he time and effort put into the seminar and for
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the opportunity to respond through an opinionnaire.

Gen-

erally those parents who attended the seminar were more
responsive in their comments than the parent responding who
was listening to their son or daughter's comments .
Attitudinal -Opinionnaires
The data gathered from the second student evaluative
device were rather interesting and in some ways even surprising.

In many cases the same students seen in violation of

the smoking policy were alqo the same individuals frequently
seen in the discipline office for other reasons.

This state-

ment was not intended to degrade student smokers as a whole .
There were certainly many students who smoked during their
high school years and have not been identified in violation
of the established smoking policy.

The point this writer

wishes to make is that many of the students attending the
seminar could care less about rules or policies that attempt
to restrict their God-given right to smoke.

With this in

mi n·d, the writer uses the term surprised when reflecting over
the results of this · opinionnaire .

The eiphasis in using this

instrument was to examine student values and attitudes as they
related to their use of tobacco .
The number of attitudinal questionnaires returned was
very low.

This was primarily a result of poor cooperation

from one building in particular .

Just slightly over fifty

percent of those questionnaires sent out were returned.
alphabetical order the following numbers of opinionnaires

In
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were returned:
Palatine

Conant

79, Fremd 5, Hoffman Estates 68,

62, and Sc haumburg 54.
The data collected were encouraging even though the

returns were quite low.
and females was

The overall average for both males

8.20, which was considerably higher than a

numerical score of 6, which was considered to be a low score
with little personal understanding on the part of the individual student.
females was

The average for all six categories by

8.18 and for the males 8.23.

The following

table is for individual item scores by sex.
TABLE 5

ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONNAIRE AVERAGES BY SEX FOR EACH CATEGORY

Health Reasons
Personal Relevance
Example
Esthetics
Value of Stopping
Capability for Stopping

Boys

Girls

9.66
8.42
6.95
7.27
8.79
8.34

9.34
8.17
6.71
7.68
8.95
8.25

Average

9.50

8.29
6.83
· 7.47
8.87
8.29

Of all six categories the girls were able to average
a higher score than the boys on only two of the categories.
Those two categories were Esthetics with an average score of

7.68 and the Value of Stopping with an average score of 8.95.
The scores for males were
those two categories.

7.27 and 8.79 respectively for

Perhaps the advertising agencies for ·

the large American tobacco producers could take special
pride in these figu r es.

Their efforts to bring females of

all ages to the cigarette country are paying off.

The only
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two cate£ ories that d r opped below an 8 for both boys and
gir l s were the c ategories of Ex ample and Esthe ti c s.

The

category of Example took honors with the lowest average of

6 . 83.

The Esthetics categ ory was sec ond l owest, and the

girls rated it a mere .41 perc ent above the va l ue placed upon
it by the boys .

Perhaps this was an example of how ski llful

adv e rtising advancing women's rights is educating o ur young
people , particularl y girls .

Neither sex was particular ly

concerned with the negative appeal of smoker's breath or
yellow st a ined fin g ers and teeth as revealed by this questionnaire.

It was interesting that boys scored the category of

Example higher than the girls by .24 perc e nt .

Perhaps the

difference lies in the early push into athletics all boys
experience.

The difference between the sexes, . 24 percent,

is not really great but is interesting to note .
Perha ps the three most importa nt categor ies contained
within this questionnaire that might be used to predict the
readiness of an individual to quit smoking are:

Health

Reasons, Personal Relevance , .and Value for Stopping.

Both

the boys and the gi~ls rated these three categories quite
high with a n avera ge of
Relevance

9 . 50 for Health Reasons, Pe rsonal

8 . 29, and 8 . 87 for the Value of Stopping.

The

girls showed mixed feelings by scoring the categories of
Health Reasons and Personal Relevance below that of the
boys,

9.34 and 8 . 17 respectively .

However, for the category

Value of Stopping, t he girls pushed ahead with an

8 . 95,
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out-distancing the boys.

If the three categories were com-

bined, Health Reasons, Personal Relevance, and Value for
Stopping, they would average 9.55, which was a very high
score and illustrated a very strong value for the affects of
tobacco upon the human body.

It has been suggested that a

high score for Health Reasons could be the only motivating
factor needed to prompt young people to quit smoking.

It

would seem the same might be said of the three categories
just described.
The average score for the category, Capability for
Stopping, was quite high with an

8.29.

This was the same

average score obtained for the category of Personal Relevance, this writer would suggest this was a very idealistic
appraisal by the young people completing this opinionnaire.
Perhaps the familiar line, !II can quit any time, but I like
smoking cigarettes," does to teenagers seem like an equitable
way to interpret their use of tobacco at the present time .
However, if this is the basic premise from which youthful
smokers observe their own smoking habit, then no real attempt
is probably made to abstain from smoking until they are at
least psychologically dependent and may even be physiologically dependent upon cigarettes.

At this point in their

use of cigarettes, many students may find the adage alluded
to above has a different meaning than they ever could have
imagined.
Several students who had attended the seminar have
stated they have quit.

Others have stated they cut down on

•
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their use of cigarettes.

Two parents who attended the seminar

with their child have reported they have quit smoking completely.

What impact the seminar program content has had in

these decisions may never be known, nor will those who have
been affected and have not stated it as such probably ever be
known either.
Administrative Opinionnaire
Generally, the responses offered by the twelve administrators completing the opinionnaire were mostly positive
and supportive.

All respondents indicated they would like

to see the program continued next year.

Their reactions to

the alternative program through working with it administratively was quite high and most encouraging.

Eight respondents

rated their reaction as, Excellent, and three indicated, Very
Good.

Interestingly, when asked the same question viewed as

an educator with no administrative responsibilities, only two
rated the program as, Excellent, six rated it, Very Good, and
two each rated it, Good, and Fair.

Obviously each administra-

tor interprets discipline procedures on a continuim based
upon their own personal philosophy of what is best for kids,
and this was certainly expressed in the responses to this
question.
In response to the question regarding the impact the
alternative to suspension program had in carrying out job
responsibilities, all administrators responded favorably .
In many instances the parent's first contact with the school
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was through the discipline office for smoking violations.
Trama within the family was often reduced with the understanding that their chi l d would be i n school rather than
missing classes as a result of suspension .

Students too

were more willing to identify themselves and come to the
main office .
Parental attitudes, as expressed by the adminis trators handling smoking violators were considered to be
positive .

Al l respondents had indicated they had good posi-

tive experiences with parents .

Overall parents were very

encouraged that the school was offering their child an option
to suspension .

Very few parents chose suspension.

Student

attitudes were equal l y encouraging with ten respondents
indicating their reaction as positive, and two rating st ud ent
reaction as ambivalent.

This type of question was rea l ly

most difficult to measure , and this writer wou l d suggest the
number who experienced ambivalent feelings as being much
higher .

It is recognized that students can be masters in

the use of body language, and that phys i cal gestures are not
always a true indication of one's own feelings.
The questions which dealt with the logistics of the
program, such as the time interval between seminars and the
location of each seminar, were not viewed by the respondents
as a particularly big issue.

All indicated general agreement

with the number of sem i nars offered per year.

This wr i ter

would, however, inject that the size of the group did have a
bearing upon the level of control needed in order to maintain
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direction .

Four individuals responded that they wished to

see the seminar offered within their own building.

Six

responded that the cur rent location of the seminars remain
as is without change.
Questions which focused upon expansion of the current
prog ram to serve all stud ents, in an effort to inform them of
the dangers of smoking, were met with considerab l e reservation.
In response to the question, five respondents answered yes
they would favor expansion of the program; and seven stated
they would not.

Upon further inquiry the respondents saw

such an attempt as having litt l e affect upon their jobs.
Feeling among the twe l ve administrators to offer an
alternative program to youth who are identified in violation
of policies dealing with alcoho l and drugs were mixed.

Five

individuals responded, yes, they would favor a similar
program .

Two stated , no, wi th an accompanying explanation

that both were against the law and should be handled within
that context .

Others stated drugs were too serious a matter

to be handled in this manner while alcoho~ was v i ewed as
lending itself somewhat to this approach.

Still others felt

the seriousness of both drugs and alcohol should merit
immediate involvement rather than ignoring the problem .
Another comment stated that this type of program where
skilled counseling was needed should be left to those professionals trained specifically in those areas .

Overal l the

general tone of the responses would suggest that those two
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issues not be approached through an alternative prog ram.

The

willingness of faculty members to help identify student
smoking violators because of the alternative to suspension
program was not interpreted by the administrators as having
improved .
to them .

Two responded that willingness was recognizable
Eigh t

indicated they had observed no change or felt

willingness had not changed .

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The alternative program to suspension f or smoking
policy violations during the
ful in a variety of areas .

1974-75

school year was success-

Much was gained by this writer

under the heading of personal exper i ence .

Some of the personal

highs included working with some really great individuals in
all the buildings and in particular with the team of teachers
who he l ped or6 anize and teach the seminar .

Others included

representat i ves from the Educational Service Region of Cook
County, the Chicago Lung and Cancer Associations, and the
Interagency Council on Smoking and Health.

Rich r ewards a l so

were received as feedback from parents , as a result of their
son or daughter's having attended the program.
Initially when this writer proposed the alternative
to the suspension program, it was hoped that a decrease in
the number of second offense violators would result .

School

board policy provides for a five day suspension from school
for the second offense; and if a student received the alter native to suspension on the first violation, that student
would be knowledgeable of the policy and hence avoid a
second offense .

Hence the alternative would avoid days of

suspension on the first violation and reduce the number of
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second offense violators.
met.

Specifically, this goal was not

A total of sixty-six second offense violators were

identified.

Sixteen of those suspensions were held in

abeyance and resulted in no school time lost.

Actually the

number of second offense violations exceeds the total number
of second and third offense v i olations identified the previous year by seven students.

Strictly speaking the outcome

proposed in the original proposal was not met .
Another anticipated outcome was a reduction in the
number of first offense violators.

Group discussion, at the

time this approach was introduced, centered upon the theme
that if no penalty were imposed on the first offense, then
there was no real message learned .

A total of

608 students

was identified this school year as first offense violators
as compared to

1973-74 .

713 students the previous school year,

Although several factors might be suggested as

possible explanations for this decrease, the concern voiced
initially, that no penalty would result in wholesale abuse
of the policy, just did not materialize.

In fact, the number

was reduced considerably.
A third and most important factor was the number of
school days saved as a result of the alternative approach .
When regular school attendance is of such importance, what
better way can the board of education and administrators say
they truly believe this than in offering an alternative to
the first smoking violation .

The alternative for

508 students
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represents

1,524 school days or eight years of schooling for

one individual if each year represents 185 school days .
A fourth outcome anticipated was fostering improved
public relations between parents and the educat i onal sys tem
se rving their communities .

From the feedback recei ved

through the Parent Opinionnaire , this writer believes a sense
of accomplishment has been realized .

Although the total

response from parents amounted to thirty-one percent , the
manner in which parents responded to the program was very
favorable .

JV.any responses were co:nparable to the se :

super pleased at the attempt on your ,

they can never say they weren't informed . "
- we have a stupendous school distric t .

the option available .

11

I was

' as adults ' , part to

once again i nform these kids what they are doing .

good things about 1 t .

11

11

At least

I applaud you

I cann ot say enough

Another parent wrote,

11

I appreciate

Howeve r , I strongly feel that a three

day suspension is a penalty too harsh for this particular
type of violation .
sem ina r . "

I am, however , strongly in favor of the

Other comments touched on impressions the ir child

had of the seminar and their own feel'ings about smoking .

In

the vast majority of cases the comments were most gratifying .
Recomme ndations
At th i s writing no decision has been made to canc el
the program, and the wr iter is a nticipating refunding to
enable the program to continue .

Several areas are inter-

related, and the re comme ndati ons made wi ll appear to be quite
broad .

1.

Inc rea se the numb er of seminars fr·om twenty to
thirty-five per school year.

As a result, the

number of students attending each seminar can b e
reduced and allow for g reater diversity of instructional techniques with fewer discipline
problems.
2.

Maintain two separate teams of instructors to
alternate between seminars.

As a result the in-

structors can maintain that extra edge nee d ed for
this type of prog ram.

3.

Eliminate or drastically shorten the subject areas
of tobacco history and economics while . expanding
individual awareness for personal values and
rights of the individual within society.

4.

Place a maximum number upon the number of stud ents
admitted to the prog ram from a particular school.

5.

Deny admittance to those not s p ecifically scheduled to be present for the seminar .
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APPENDIX A
FIELD EXPERIENCE LOG
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May 13,

May

1974

17, 1974

May 20, 1974

I met with Ken Campbell and Jack Gaza to
discuss their reaction to the alternative
suspension program currently used at
Richards High School. We also discussed
whether the program was applicable to our
needs.
Considered such variables as:
a) number of seminars needed to be
scheduled per school term
b) where seminars could be held as
well as when they should be held
c) whether seminar should be split
and held on separate days
de) what was ideal length of seminar
) ideally who should be teaching
seminar (sex) and how many
f) feasibility of board support with
funding to pay for teachers' salaries and materials
g) what would be basis for pay of
teachers - night school, regular
classroom pay (1/5 teacher load),
substitute, part-time?
We agreed that this writer would write
the proposal and place it before the
Discipline Review Committee . We also
agreed to contact Mr. Ma.rtwick's office,
the Educational Service Region of Cook
County, for additional information and
the Chicago Lung Association for their
teaching package.
Mr. Campbell agreed
to compose a letter and send it to this
writer for distribution to all five
buildings in an effort to solicit
teachers who would be willing to help
with the seminars. Five hundred copies
will be needed.
I called Dr. Kolze, High School District
211 Superintendent, for the purpose of
setting up an appointment to ascertain
an estimate of the board's reaction to
an alternative for suspension program.
The appointment was set for May 27.

Dr. Kolze's secretary called and rescheduled the appointment for May

May 21, 1974

May 23,

1974

29, 1974.

A written proposal was sent to each member
of the Discipline Review Committee stating
the suggested change in the first step of
the Smoking Policy.
A letter asking for volunteers was dis·tributed to the Palatine faculty and
the other .four buildings.
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May

24, 1974

A letter was sent to Richard Ma.rtwick
asking for additional information beyond
what was presented at Richards High
School and also asking if any studies
had been conducted with the Richards
experience or any other school trying a
similar program.

May

29, 1974

I met with Dr. Kolze, Superintendent of
District 211.
I received favorable comments and was most encouraged to continue
with the proposal. He felt that the biggest battle would be getting the proposal
through the Discipline Review Committee.

May

30, 1974

Calls were made to Mr. Campbell and Mr.
Gaza to offer an overview of the conversation with Dr. Kolze.
I also asked that
each specifically go over the proposal
with their principal and delegate to the
Discipline Review Committee .

.

June

3, 1974

I requested film catalogs from the District Media Center as well as discussing
our needs with the Palatine High School
Media Specialist, Mr. Sullivan.

June

5, 1974

I received a phone call from Dr. Kline,
Assistant Superintendent of the Cook
County Educational Service Region.
I reviewed the Richards program but little was
gained in terms of other schools with similar programs or follow-up studies of
Richards program.

June

6, 1974

I reviewed two film catalogs on alcohol,
drugs, and smoking for possible use in the
seminar.
I identified five films to preview.

June

7, 1974

A letter was sent to Dr. Shuff for the purpose of explaining what I wanted to do for
my field experience and what had been done
on the project to date.

June

13, 1974

I presented a proposal for an Alternative
to Suspension to the Discipline Review
Committee and answered questions as best
I could without full commitment to something I might wish to change later.
The
committee moved and seconded that I be
given full responsibility for the development of the program and report back to
the committee in August.
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June 18, 1974

I met with Dr. Shuff reviewing the project
and its possible directions .
Dr. Shuff
suggested I consider opening the study
with research covering the paradox our
youth face in the home, schools, with
parents and teachers with particular attention to role playing, adult models ,
peer pressure and advertising . He also
suggested I visit with Dr. Hubert Morice
of the Psychology Department in regards
to behavior modification.

June 21, 1974

I met with Dr . Hubert Morice to discuss
the topic of behavior modification .
Dr.
Morice stressed the need for tight controls.
Considering the direction of this
project I didn't feel behavior modification would work where I could test for it.
Dr. Morice did suggest the formation of
an IQ (I Quit) club.

June 24, 1974

I met with Dr. Shuff for a brief period to
review the prospectus.
I discussed my efforts at reviewing the literature.
I expressed concern over research techniques
and my search for opinionnaires that could
be used with students and parents.
Dr .
Shuff stressed again that he was not so
concerned with research technique and accumulation of numerous tables.
He stated
that the everyday administrative decisions
and reactions that I received from others
through their contact with the program was
of greater importance.

June

26, 1974

I received the Teaching Curriculum from
the Chicago Lung Association on the
Respiratory System and Smoking.

July

5, 1974

I met with Mr. Campbell and Mr . Gaza to
discuss additional aspects of the program.
Several directions were agreed upon:
a) plan for and schedule twenty seminars - one every other week
b) rotate locations between the north
and south end of the district
c) team teaching approach with a male
and a female was favored

July 22, 1974

The Chicago Lung Association was called
to determine if training for seminar
leaders was available .
I learned that an
instructor was available on a free basis.
I asked if Dr. Levine could present the
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program he used at Richards for our
teachers and administrators. No firm
commitment was made but I was told every
possible attempt would be made to hold a
similar program. I was also told Don
Nie and Dale Brady would also be happy
to assist in this program . I was told
to return a call in late August to
establish a firm date .
July 30, 1974

Mr. Baird, of the Clinical Services
Department of Eastern Illinois University ,
visited our Guidance 4980 class and
stated that Dr. Sanders, also of the
Clinical Services Department, was planning
to hold anti-smoking seminars in the fall
semester . I visited with Dr. Sanders in
an effort to learn of his plans for conducting his program and what special
procedures he planned to use . Dr.
Sanders stated he was planning his approach around a technique he had used
previously with weight-reduction classes.
The essence of the program was to place
a certain amount of money in a fund and
then draw from the fund as progress was
made in losing weight. This approach
could offer little for my particular
needs.

August 12, 1974

A call was made to Dr. Chapman, Dr .
Kolze's assistant, for the purpose of
arranging for a special account number
for the payment of salaries and an additional account number for needed supplies.

August 13, 1974

A call was made to Mrs. Phillips of the
Chicago Lung Association for the purpose
of setting a date for the special presentation by Dr . Levine . I asked for
the first week in September. I expect
to receive a confirming phone call.

August 13, 1974

I made phone contact with the four volun teer teachers, Kathy Crawford, Bryant
.Da.nisch, ·Kay Koehler, and Kathi Molbeck.

August 16, 1974

I presented sample form letters for suspension, student statement of understand ing, local map, and general procedure,
for the processing of students identified in violation of policy.

August 16, 197 4

August

23, 1974

I sent a 11st of se~1 nar dates t o Dr.
McK i nley at Schaumburg High School , and
Tom Howard at Fremd High School. The
dates were all confirmed.

I discussed with Don Nie the date a nd
time to meet with Dale Brady of the
Chicago Lung Association .
A meeting was
scheduled for 1 :00 p.m . August 28. The
date was confirmed for the presentation
of his prog ram to our administrators and
four teachers for September 4, at 7:00
p.m .

Augt.::st 26,

1974

I sent out r ev i s e d form letters to all
administrators who will work with the
program .
I received written confirmation
of all seminar dates from both high
schools .

August 28,

1974

I met with Don Nie and Dale Brady and
discussed the program for September 4.
Both men will speak as well as Dr.
Levine .
Dr. Levine is quite well known
for his research and he voluntarily works
clcsely with the Ch i cago Lung Association
in speaking to groups throughout the area.
A call was ruade to Dr . Chapman asking
that a letter be se nt to each building
stating the topic, date, time, and location of the informational seminar as soon
as possible .
A call was also made to Mr.
Perlbe~g to arrange for the use of
Hoffman Estates High School's auditorium.

A:1gust 29, 1974

I fi~med up the location for the seminar
of Septemb er 4 and had programs run off
for later distribution.

September

4, 1974

The informational seminar was held at
7:00 p .rn. at Hoffman Estates High School.
Dr . Levine is a captivating speaker .

September

5, 1974

I met with the four teachers and discussed
the program sequence and content following
Dr. Levine ' s presentation. We also previewed several films .

September

9, 1974

I met with four teachers again and reviewed the planned content for the first
seminar and looked through numerous
mate ~ials for added visuals.
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September 11, 1974

The first seminar had 22 students and 5
parents in attendance.
All four teachers
• were involved in the presentation. There
were a number of rough areas needing polish
and greater familiarity with program content.
The room used did not lend itself
to our need and am looking for something
bigger and easier to get too.

September 12, 1974

I contacted Mr. Sullivan, Media Specialist, for copy work on a slide format.

September 16, 1974

I contacted Dr. Chapman to set up a mailing procedure for parent opinionnaires.
The procedure provides that ten days
following the seminar the opinionnaires
will be sent out.

September 23, 1974

I met with all four instructors to review
slides and the order of presentation.

September 25, 1974

Second seminar - 28 students and 10
parents.
The presentation went much better - physiology was cut down and the
slides worked far better than transparencies.
Two teachers were absent due to
illness.
I suggested Kathy lead into the
topic more gradually.

October 1, 1974

I received a phone call from Don Nie. He
asked if I would arrange for a photograph
of the superintendent with the four instructors to be used for public relations
by the Chicago Lung Association.

October 9, 1974

We had a very rowdy group. We used the
team teaching room and that facility just
can't be used for what we are trying to
do.
Perhaps we can use room 130 for the
November seminar. We had ten students
report that the reason they were present
was for smoking 'grass'.
I called Mr.
Campbell - not substantiated.
Calls were
made to Mr. Gaza, Mr. Dewey, and Mr.
Perlberg - no students are given alternative if in violation of the controlled
substance policy. The boys must have
been bragging for the sake of it.
It was
identified that students who were ID
card violators were handled with compulsory study hall assignments - they are
not being sent to the seminar.

October 10, 1974

I sent out parent opinionnaires for the
September 25 seminar.

October

17, 1974

An organ izational meeting was held with
the four instructors at Kay and Kathy ' s.
We reviewed the history and advertising
slides.
I assigned specific back-up areas
in case of illness .

October

23, 1974

The open ing of the seminar was shaky and
became disruptive because of some smart
mouths.

October

24, 1974

A memo was sent to each assistant principal regarding the kinds of behav ior we
were experie ncing at the seminars . We
are asking each ad~inistrator to warn
students in their office when informing
them of the alternative , that if thrown
out for poor behavior a suspension then
will result.
I also reminded them that
all ID problems should be handled internally.

October

30, 1974

An organizational meeting was held at
Kathi's.
We reviewed the opening and
agreed the demographic and psychological
data should be pulled out as is.
Some
of the psychological data lends itself
to an opening approach - Why do people
smoke? We inserted an advertising film
clip at the end of the economics unit.
We will tie up loose ends and briefly
summarize the total package offering
that now if they are interested in
quitting or cutting down; we have some I
Quit tips for them. Then we will distribute the student opinionnaire.
Finding
- 2! hours is really tough; a lot depends
on the teacher and maintaining momentum
of the program. This aspect of each
teacher's role has been discussed as
well as warmth which must be evident to
these kids . The hostility the kids bring
with them is most difficult to overcome.
The parent opi nionnaires were sent out
for the October 9 seminar.

November

4, 1974

I sent out the student attitudinal opinionnaire for the September 11 and
September 25 seminars.

November

6, 1974

'Ihe seminar went much smoother with strong
positive input from some of the kids.
We
need to exert more effort in drawing from
the student's pertinent experiences and
knowledge. Kathy Crawford advised that
she wished to back out and serve o nly as
a substitute;
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November 8, 1974

Requested a slide program to preview .
Many of the materials used in the Hinsdale program are contained in this program . Very well known.

November 18, 1974

I met at Kathi's for a review. Not a
great deal was changed in organization .
We looked over some new slides. We also
discussed at some length the district
smoking policy. Kathi can't make the
December 4 seminar. I will pick up Bryant's
physiology and Kathi's economics.

November 20, 1974

We had a nice sized crowd and good parent
and student involvement. I spent too much
time on the question-response to the physiology unit. Bet the kids were glad when
I finished . Kay did a real fine job best yet! A parent stated that more
gore and scare were needed! The literature doesn't support this approach.

November 21, 1974

I began tabulating student opinionnaires
filled out the evening of the seminar.
Thus far we've h~d 170 students attend
the seminars. Too bad we aren't really
touching the whole student body who
smokes . The ones we see for the most
part are least impressionable .

November 25, 1974

I began tabulating the parent opinionnaires.
Response to the alternative approach and
the seminar . So far the return rate is
below 33 percent, and the comments are
generally positive. Parents who accompanied
their child are generally more positive in
their comments.

December 2, 1974

Meeting called for December 3 at Bryant's
to review the slides from the Hinsdale
program.

December 3, 1974

We met to preview the slides. Overall the
slides are very good. A few are so close
it would be difficult for students to identify what they are looking at. I was disappointed that a slide of someone with a
stoma was not included.

December 4, 1974

I substituted for Kathi and did the phys iology and economics again. This presentation went much better, and I feel the
warmth projected really paid off.

students were good.

The
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December 10, 1974

I met with Kay, Kathi, and Bryant. We
reviewed the packets from the Interage ncy
Council on Smoking and Diseases . We con sidered several ways in which we as a
group might use the materials contained
in the packet and focus attention on the
national observance. I decided a letter
should be sent to Dr. Kolze, Superintendent, asking that he proclaim the week of
January 11, through the 18th, as National
Education Week for informing teachers and
students of the effects that smoking has
on personal health.

December 11, 1974

I called Dr . Kolze to discuss the national
observance and the direction I would like
to go with our district . He asked that I
compose a letter to him stating my goals
and in addition ask€d that I attend a
district Administrative Council meeting on
December 18.

December 12, 1974

I composed the letter and sent it to Dr.
Kolze with three basic points:
a) ask the superintendent to proclaim
the observance in the district
b) ask teachers to recognize the
national observance in their classes
and post one colorful poster on their
classroom bulletin board
c) asked for time to visit each school
and bring the issue of the right of
others to their attention. · (teachers
only)

December 18, 1974

I presented my proposal to the Administrative Council members. whose decision was
to have Dr. Kolze initiate a letter to
each building recognizing the observance
for the week of January 11 through 18.
Parts of 2 and 3 were tabled for the purpose
of gaining additional input.

December 30, 1974

Parts of 2 and . 3 of the proposal were discussed again at the December 30 Administrative Council meeting . It was agreed
that I select materials from the packets
and ask the Illinois Interagency Council
on Smoking to have enough copies for
every teacher in the district. The
materials would be distributed to each
teacher with an attached cover letter
from the principal .
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Part 3 was not acted upon.
Some of the
principals felt further inquiry was
needed, and two stated their intentions
to create committees or draw up opinionnaires to sound out the faculty attitude.
Basically, I'm pleased with the direction
the proposal has gone, and this possibly
will serve as a springboard for further
action in· the future.
December 31, 1974

I sent out the parent opinionnaires for
the November 6 and 20 seminars.

January 2, 1975

I called the Illinois Interagency Council
to see if the materials were available.
I was assured the materials would be
printed up and made available (four
separate sheets).
I sent out the parent opinionnaires for
the December 4 and 18 seminars.

January 9, 1975

I received a call from the Illinois Interagency Council that all the materials were
ready.
I arranged that they be sent UPS
at $17.25 . We stuf'ed 600 packets of four
sheets .
It was very powerful reading material, but it won't do any good if the
teachers won't read it.

January 11, 1975

I composed a cover letter for the packet
and sent a copy to each principal along
with the number of packets needed for
their school staff.

January 16, 1975

I called Mrs. Molyaeaux, Illinois Interagency Council, for additional lapel buttons .
I have received several phone calls
from other buildings asking for additional
buttons. She has agreed to send 200 additional buttons as soon as is possible.

January 20, 1975

I called Dr. Smith, Principal at Fremd High
School, and asked that he excuse Bryant and
Kathi to present the alternative program to
an advanced undergraduate health class at
George Williams College in Downers Grove,
February 19, at 11:00 a.m .

January 22, 1975

The request was forwarded to Dr. Kolze
who granted permission that both Bryant
and Kathi be excused from their teaching
responsibilities for that school day.
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A call was made to Dr . Kolze to thank him
for his willingness to excuse Bryant a nd
Kathi .
I was asked if I would be able to
present a progress report to the board in
March . The date was to be establ ished
later.
January

24 , 197 5

Dr. Smith, Principal at Fremd, called a nd
asked that I put together a one or two
page resume' of the alternative program
for dis tribut ion to those interes ted at
the NASSP convention scheduled in Las
Vegas this coming February .
I rec eived a phone call from Kat hy Boyce ,
reporter for the Herald newspaper of Paddock Publications. Kathy asked if she
might interview me by phone on the alter native prog ram.
I invited her to the next
seminar and encouraged her that a photog ra ph er be brought al ong if at all possible .

January 29,

1975

We were shor t staff ed f or this semi n ar Kathi Molbeck was sick .
Miss Boyce and a
p hotogra pher attended the seminar . Neither
film used in the pro6 ram v:as sent out by
the dist rict office - first time in ten
semina rs. We had about 26 students and·
several parents .

Ja nuar y 30,

1975

I sent a brief overview of the alternative
rationale, policy, and content of the program to Dr . Smith. I was asked if I could
provide some statistics and also parental
comments.

January 31,

1975

An article on the seminar appeared on the
front page of the pa_per with Bryant displaying the smoking ~evice .
I think the
article was well written and was thankful
of the light manner in which it was presented .
I gave Miss Boyce some statist i cs I was a little apprehensive about
seeing in the paper.
She chose not to
use them .
I ca lled Miss Boyce and thanked her for
the fine coverage and invited her t o come
b ack again for a follow-up at the close
of the school te rm .

February 4,

1975

I am actually experiencing some frus t ration with one building as it related to
furnishing some in house statistics.
I
am also not receiving any real fol l ow
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through on student attitudinal opinion naires. I have called twice and still
nothing .
I am attempting to get some information
together for a scheduled meeting with
Dr . Matzner on February 11 .
February 5, 1975

I phoned Mr. Dewey's secretary and asked
for information I needed . Apparently she
misunderstood my original request for information . The information is now complete.

February 6, 1975

I phoned Dr. Smith at Fremd High School to
explain I was sending some statistics and
a packet of opinionnaires . I asked that
he give me some feedback when he returned
from the NASSP Convention in las Vegas .

February 10, 1975

I called the media center at Fremd and
emphasized the need for some specific
pieces of back-up equipment: extra bulbs,
two take-up reels, and an extension cord.

February 13, 1975

I met with Dr . Matzner at 12:00 p.m. for
lunch and later discussed the program and
dates for submitting my preliminary paper
and the final copies. I found out I was
too late to apply for Spring Graduation
( January 24) .

February 13, 1975

I discussed with Dr . Smith the response
he had received at the NASSP Convention
regarding the seminar and its approach .
He was most flattering and stated he
sensed a great deal .of interest on the
part of about a dozen individuals. He
continued by stating he had 250 copies
of the resume' on hand and all were taken .
He stated he also stressed the public relations aspect of the program and made available the article which appeared in the
Palatine Herald.

February 14, 1975

I called the media specialist at Fremd to
state that the tripod screen, extra bulbs,
and the extension cords were not present
in the room the evening of February 11.

February 17, 1975

I have completed an opinionnaire which
will be distributed to all administrators
who work specifically with discipline. The
purpose is to gath er additional input from
each administrator regarding his
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feelings and the direction each ~eels the
pro6 ram should take in the f uture.
February 19, 1975

Today Bryant and Kathi presented the seminar content to an upper level undergraduate health education class at George
Williams College in Downers Grove.
Bryant stated that the students responded
very favorably to the content and the
alternative approach. Many excellent
questions were asked of both Kathi and
Bryant , and both felt the experience was
very gratifying .

February 21, 1975

I distributed the Administrative Op ini onnaires to a ll the assistant and two associate principals. A total of twelve were
sent out .

February 26, 1975

We had fifty-four students for the seminar
at Schaumburg High School - forty-six
were actually scheduled to be present.
In consideration of the size of the group
the seminar went well. We are still having a problem with misunderstanding about
the starting and ending times of the
seminar. The students at Conant High
School were told the seminar was over at
9 :00 p.m. instead of 9:30. I called
Conant High School and once again
attempted to straighten out the times. I
also discussed the fact that Conant
students are given a choice of which
seminar they will attend. I attempted to
explain that twenty-three Conant students
nearly sat in block formation which did
present some control problems. I am not
certain my point was ever fully understood.

February 27, 1975

A total of nine opinionnaires have been
returned by the district administrators
thus far .

March 4, 1975

I have received a total of eleven opinionnaires and have begun tabulation.

March 12, 1975

The seminar was held at Fremd High School
with thirty-five students in attendance.
All the schools were represented this
time with no real heavy concentration
from any one school . Teachers were
Bryant, Kay, and myself.
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March

13, 1975

I received a thank you letter from Dr .
Westerburg of George Williams College
regarding Bryant and Kathi's presentation to the undergraduate class of
February 19 . Several copies were made
and sent to Dr. Smith and Dr. Kolze .

March

26, 1975

We had a total of thirty students tonight
at Schaumburg High School.
I had to discipline a girl twice tonight which actually turned off a lot of the kids.
It was
really tough getting up for this tonight
- maybe it showed.

March

27 , 1975

I sent out the student opinionnaires for
the entire month of March.

April

3, 1975

I sent out the parent opinionnaires for
the month of March.
Actually I am not
seeing a return rate of even 33 percent.
With a self-addressed stamped envelope
one would think the parents could at
least complete the opinionnaire and drop
it into the mail .

April

7, 1975

I completed tabulating the opinionnaire
sent to the administrators and sent a copy
to Dr . Kolze .
I called his secretary and
inquired if he had set a date for me to
appear before the board with a report on
the alternative program.

April

8, 1975

I received a phone call from Dr. Kolze's
secretary, and no date has been set for
me to appear before the board.
Bryant had stated that he won't be able
to participate in the program if it is
offered again next year, and Kathi is
expressing frustration over the program's
outcome thus far.
Kay has not approached
me concerning the program for next year .

April

16, 1975

I took a rough sketch of an economics
slide I needed produced to Mr . Sullivan
today .
I also had several pictures to be
copied for use in the presentation deal ing with the history of tobacco.
A major question which must be resolved
before a decision is made to continue with
this program is how to reorganize the
program for next year.
Some facts and
figures are going to change, but the
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content of the program is not going to
change that much. Should a person who
attended the program this year be given
the opportunity to attend the seminar
next year if found in violation of the
smoking policy? If so , what might be the
reason for his or her presence? What can
one expect of someone behaviorally if he
or she has already attended the seminar?
Who is to know when or if ever the information presented will have an effect or
impact upon the student? Who is really
benefiting from this alternative program
- administrators, parents, kids?
April 17, 1975

Bryant and I handled the seminar last
evening with only eighteen students
present . The group was well behaved .

April 22, 1975

Dr . Chapman called to tell me he was
putting the alternative program on the
agenda for the ~.ay 19 Assistant Principals' meeting.

April 24, 1975

I called Conant to inquire of discrepancies in figures I was receiving . The
monthly discipline statistics don 1 t compare with the number of students attending the seminar . No explanat i on was
offered - will return call.

April 25 , 1975

I called Mr. Douglas at Fremd for more
information on 1 no shows', repeats, and
third offense violators.

May 5, 1975

I received the slides from Mr. Sullivan some slides of Indians trading with early
settlers and an electron microscope sl i de
of cilia and alveoli:

May 7, 1975

There was a total of seven students for
the Fremd seminar.
It actually gave
Bryant and me an opportunity to do things
a little differently. Ideally the size
of this group is what we could use for a
value clarification a pproach .

May 9, 1975

Mr. Newendorp, Principal of Palatine High
School , asked that I write up a projec t
report to be sent to NASSP with several
of the program forms used both with students and parents .
I also called each school to check the
total number of third offense violators
they have had, those who chose not to go
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to the seminar, and those who didn't
show and were suspended.

May 12 , 1975

Both the April 16 and 30 parent opinionnaires were sent out .

May 13, 1975

I sent several sketches of needed slides
dealing with economicq to Mr. Sullivan.

May 19, 1975

I presented information about the seminar
to the Assistant Principals' meeting . I
included several sheets of statistics as
well as several questions regarding the
program if used next year. There was a
strong endorsement that the program be
continued next year .

May 21, 1975

Big crowd and somewhat difficult to control . There were about 27 students totally .
This is the last seminar that will be included in the paper . It has been a long
time coming .

May 26, 1975

Dr. Kolze has tentatively scheduled me to
appear before the board of education on
July 10 to discuss and give follow-up
data .
A decision was also reached to not sched ule the 20th seminar on June 11 because of
graduation ceremonies in the district .

May 27, 1975

A good deal of time was spent working with
attitudinal opinionnaires . Fremd has re turned very few - they state the kids refuse to fill them out . I haven't really
experienced any prob;em at Palatine, nor
am I aware of any problem at the other
buildings .

May 28, 1975

Bryant brought by a jazz record album with
the jacket containing many pictures of
cigarettes not currently in production.
I sent it to Mr. Sullivan for slide production .

June 4, 1975

A total of 11 students were at the seminar . The June 11 seminar has been dropped .

June 5, 1975

Parent opinionnaires for May 7 and 21
were sent out . Data from these opinionna i res will be last to be used in the
paper .

[.
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CATIONAL SERVICE REGION
1KCOUNTY
Grand Avenue
Illinois 60610

RICHARD J. MARTWICK

3-7610

Superintendent of Schools

S E MI NAR OR S US P E NS I ON P ROGRAM
BY

EDUCATIONAL SERVICE REGION OF COOK COUNTY
AND

THE CHICAGO LUNG ASSOCIATION
THE CHRISTMAS SEAL PEOPLE

THIS IS AN EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATI VE TO THE
PlLfMMA OF THE INCREASI NG NUMBER OF STUDENTS - SMOKlNG .. lN .. SCHOOL+
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INTRODUCTION
Smoking in schools is often a difficult problem and a dile111111& for
school administrators.

Both the Educational Service Region of Cook County

and the Chicago Lung Association view school suspension for this act as
punitive and feel that educational alternatives should be provided.
One alternative is attending an anti-smoking seminar, instead of suspension,
that could have negative reactionary effects on both students and echool
officials.
We are suggesting an alternative process and the one outlined here is
designed to inform students of the dangers inherent in smoking.

This program

which is indeed, "A Matter of Life and Breath" has been developed by the
Chicago Lung Association and the Educational Service Region and is offered
as a service to all of Cook County Schools.

The i mplementation of this s eminar will be only as good as its supervisor
or teacher and in order to be eff ective must be conduc ted in a scientific
manner without preaching or moralizing.

The responsibility to stop smoking is

in effec t given to the student.
For b es t results, this program should consist of four, one-hour sessions
which concentrate on the effects smoking have on one's mind and body.

Sessions

should be limited to twenty-five students, which allows for greater classroom
flexibility and is conducive to meaningful experiments and discussions.

For

students who choose to attend the program, all f our sessions should require
mandatory attendance.

If possible to continually stress the importance of

content material, a hospital or medical center are very effective settings
for conducting these seminars.
Successful teacher referrals and follow-up should be handled by an
administrator.
program.

An

example of the referral cards has been prepared for the

The teacher takes the roll call from the card and the test re-1-
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eulte for each eession.

At the end of each session an effective evaluation

ehould be adllinietered.

If the student fails the

evaluation, the ••••ion

•hould be taken again until a pusing score is achieved.

flle purpoee of thie

evaluation 1• to atteapt to use•• behavior modification and put reeponaibility
on the student to achieve an acceptable score.

The following is a auggeeted

outline for teacher• to follow for each session:
I.

Take a roll call from the referral cards.

II.

Explain to the students in the first session
the use of the referral cards and how cards
are used to record evaluation results.

III.

Review and teach the content material.

IV.

Have students answer the questions at the end
of the session.

V.

Return the card with the roll call taken and the
student's results of the evaluation to the administrator in charge.

The Superintendent of Cook County Schools and the Chicago Lung Association
are strongly concerned vith the increasing number of youth vho are smoking
developing this undesirable habit.

This seminar program has been prepared

as an educational service so that the educational community may contribute to

help reduce the number of smokers and given them an alternative for their
"problem."

-2-
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DIRECTIONS FoR USING THE SEMINAR PROGRAM'S REFE~RAL CARDS
Ve auggea, that a multi-colored aeainar program referral
aard be uaed in order to keep record• on each atudent.

Studen,a

will be referred to the teacher conducting th• prograa b7 other
,eacb•r•. counaelora and a4ainiatr&tora.
There are three ditterent colored card• tor each atudent
attending the •••inar.

Tb• ••tot aeminar card• include• & r•-

terring card on the atudent (green) an adaini•trator'• recor4
aard (vhite) and a parent card (red) vbich ahould be ••nt to
the• at the coapietion ot the aeainar program.
Jou may tind it helpful to uae carbon paper to duplicate

nam••• attendan~•• teat reault•• etc •• onto the other referral
carda.

lrom the referral cards. you may take attendance at each

••••ion• and record the teat results tor each seaaion in the
appropriate apacea.
Atter the student'• completion ot the tour ••••ion•• return
both the adminiatrator'• and parent's cards to the adminiatratorin-charge.

The administrator-in-charge then has the reaponai-

bility ot making an analyaia of the program and notifying the
atudent'• parent• that their son or daughter has succeaatull7
coapleted the seminar program.
Al•o. ve have included vitb the example of the referral
card• a auggeated letter that could be aent out to tbe parent•
explaining the alternatiTe program betore their child aakea the
decision to attend.

CONTENT OUTLINE FOR THE SEMINAR PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS
The content or the outline vaa taken from the booki The

~

· ·R•apiratory System and ·Smoking. develop~d by medical and educational

-3-
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expert• troa the Chicago LUDi Aaaooiation.

The book contaiaa

eTerything needed to proTide Taried learninc ezperienc•• tor
the prograa.

The tolloving 1• an outline that ahoul4 be uae4

to conduct thiaa
I.

II.

III.

Seain&r la •Anatom7 and Ph7aiolo17 ot the
leapirator7 S7stem"

A.

loraal atructure and tunotion ot the
respiratory system.

I.

Deten•• aechani••• ot the reapirator1
•T•t•••

c.

Relationship ot the circulatory •1•tem
to the reapirator7 a7atea.

Seminar 21

•1ttect• ot Smoking"

A.

lttecta ot amoking on the reapiratory
•1•t••·

B.

Ettecta ot smoking on the circulatory
•1•t••·

c.

Other ettect• ot amoking.

D.

!zperimenta on "Blood Preaaure," "Cilia
Action" and "Temperature. "

S•minar 3:
A.

"Diaeasea Asaociated vith Saoking•

Bronchitia

B•• Eaph;rsema

c.

Cancer

D.

Heart Diaeaae

IV. · Se·m inar 4:

"The Deciaion ia Yours"

A.

Wh;r 1ou smoke.

B.

Pallacies ot adTertiaeaenta.

c.

Chang• in risk tactora.

D.

ReTiev ot aeainar• 1, 2, 3, and~ -•1a It ReallT Worth Itt"

I.

Bow to break a habit.

-1'-
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CONCLUSION
The Chicago Lung Aaaociation and the Educational SerTioe · Recion ot Cook County vill train teacher• to conduct the
aeaiDar program,

Thia program. vhen properl1 aclainiatere4•

aboul4 aake great atridea in coabatin1 the aaokinc problea
1D our achool• and· deaonatrate a• concerned educator• the
Talue ot h&Tinc an educational alternati•••

SEMINAR EVALUATION
Atter each •••inar. ve auggeat that the teacher'•

.

obaervation ot the atu4ent'• involveaent aerve a• one
oriteria tor evaluation,

The other part ot the evaluation•

•• au11e•t the atudent anaver aome eaaa7 que,tion• atter
each aeminar.

Baaed on the•• tvo type• ot evaluation the

teacher could eaaily evaluate i t the atudent learned an

acceptable &•ount ot knowledge.

The tolloving are aoae

14ea• tor eaaa7 queation• a

1,

Diacu•• tour itea• you learned about normal
reapirator7

2,

What do you teel the moat aerioua ettecta ot
aaotin1 aret

· 3.

physiology that you did not knov,

WbyT

Do you teel any ot thia intormation ahould be
conveyed to otberaf

~.

Whyf

Bov doe• thia intor~ation attect your ••okin1
habitf

It it didn't• hov would ., 7ou change it

ao it vouldt

5,

What did you learn trom the aeminar that vill
help you atop amokingf

It you didn't learn

anything• vbat vill help you give up amokingt

-6-
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·SAMPLE LETTER To PARENTS

Dear Mr. and Mra. Saiths
Your daughter ha• been caught amokin1 in our achool.
Ve teel thi•

is

a aeriou• ottenae becauae aaoking ia the

leading cau•e ot death and aickne•• in the United Stat•••
Becau•• ot the nature ot thia problea• we haTe giTen
her a choice ot auapenaion or attending an anti-amoking
•••1nar prograa.

It •h• chooaea the aeainar pro1raa. •h•

will beI required to attend all tour aeainara.

The aeainar•

will be held at Skokie Valley Boapital on Tueadaya and
Thuradaya trom T to 8 PM tor tvo veeka.

Ve encourage pa-

rent• to al•o participate vith their child.
Thi• is an educational alternative that ve are ottering.

A• educator•• ve auat plaae Talue on learned knovled1e

and teach hov better to directly apply kn~vledge inatead ot
ignoring it.
Ve sincerely hope that the aeainar approach vill aake
your daughter think about vhat ahe i• doing to heraelt.
teur principal•

-1-
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Kducat1onal SerTice Region ot Coot Coun1
and
Ch1ca10 Luna Aaaociation
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------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
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8
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Preaent

Teat Seo
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Ma y 24 , 1974

Mr. Richard J. !'-'..srtvick , Superintenden t
Educatiooal Se rvice Region Cook County
33 ~e st Grand Avenue
~nica go , Illinois 60610
Dear Mr. Hartwick:

I ~as unable to attend the recent program e ntitl e d,
"Seminar or Suspension" vhich 1':'aS sponsored through your office
and held at Richards Rigb School . However, I am int er ested in
investigating this program with the goal of introducing such a
program within our district schools. I have requested more information from Mr. Bill Eo~ak at Richard s High School but wa s
disappointed that it was not available. Could you direct me to
OLhers within your office who have b een involved in t he researching of alternatives and perhaps the various stages of development
with this particular approach?
Have other schools io Cook County used this same program or a variation of i t? To your knowled ge have a ny studi e s
been conducted to determine the value of the prograQ in t e r ms
of mea surable outcoces? Acy information you can make available
would be greatly appreciated.
1bank you for your time and attention t o this reque st.
Sincerely ,

Donald B. ¥~ddox
Assistant Principal

APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL
Proposal Submitted to Discipline
Committee
Written Policy Regarding AntiSmoking Seminar
Letter to all Building Staff
Members
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May 21 , 1974

TO:

District 211 Discipline Committee
Chairman - Mr. Thoma s Howard

SUBJECT:

FROM:

Proposed Ch anges in District Smoking Policy Under
Article VII , Students - Attendance and Discip line
Section 6- 7.

Mr. Campbell , Mr. Gaza , Mr. Maddox
Wish to recommend opening paragraph be retained as is:
No smoking is allowed by students in school or
on school ground s except in designated areas as
recommended by the principal to the Board of Education. Ad.mission to enter designated area will be
by parent permission only.
Propose 1st offense read: Suspended pending parent
contact at which time s tudent and parent may choose
between student attending smoking seminar at later
date or taking a three-day suspension immediately.
Student failure to attend smoking seminar would
necessi tate follow through of th ree- day suspension.
No recommendation fo r change of 2nd offense .
No recommendation for change of 3rd offense.

Note: At this time detailed specifics of smoking seminar program are
still in the developmental stage and efforts are currently under way
to research this further. Listed below are some points which have been
determined as prerequisites to offering such a program:
Smoking seminars should be scheduled in the evening consisting
of · one three-hour session or two one and a half-hour sess ions.
-It is estimated at the present time that a minimum of ten
seminars be offered per year (one per month).
Would make every effort to encourage parental participation
through attendance with son or daughter .
Every effort would be made to recruit interested faculty
members as seminar leaders .

--
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Wish to encourage specialized training of seminar
leaders through one of many non-profit organizations such as Chicago Lung Association, or American Cancer Society and Cook County Educational
Service Region.
Offer re-imbursement to seminar l eaders for specialized
training and stipend for services rendered through
course of year.
Offer a facility in the northern half of district to
meet Palatine and Fremd ' s needs, and a facility in
the southern half for Conant , Schaumburg, and
Hoffman Estates schools. ·
Solicit from among the community professional medical
people to serve as resource people during question answer peri ods.
Seminar content and materials to be used is one very large
aspect of program which has not been dealt with to any degree. Much
research is needed and perhaps development of our teaching materials
would be considered ffiandatory .
Availability of professionally produced films to supplement
instruction appears as a major hurdle and consideration shou ld be given
to purchasing these films for dist r ict use .

' :
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INSHIP HI GH SCHOOL DISTRICT 211

Administr a ti ve Ce nter

ANTI-SMOKING SE~I NAR

ICY:

No smoki ng by s tudents is pe rmitt ed in s ch oo l or
e xcept in de signa ted a r ea s as r e commended by th e
Board of Ed ucati on. Admi ss ion to the de si gnat e d
parent pe r mi s sion only. Penalt i es for v io l a tion
policy:

on school gr ounds
principals t o the
a rea will be by
of the smoking

1st Offe nse: Th e student will be s us pended pend ing a parent contact at whi ch· time the s tudent and parent w~y ch oo se be t ween the
s t ud ent a tt ending a smoking seminar at a l a t e r da t e or t aking a
three -day s us pe nsion imme di a tely. Student failur e t o attend the
smoking seminar would result in a thr e e -day su s pen s i on.
2nd Of fe nse: The stud ent will be suspended from sch oo l for fiv e
da ys and a final parent c onference will be held.
3rd Offens e:
from school.

It will be r e c om..~ended that th e stud e nt be e x pelled

1

0SE:

Th e purpose of t h e anti- smoking seminar is to offe r an a ltern a tive
to suspens i on for handling viol a t ions of th e smok i ng rul e s. Thi s
alt e rna tive is c onsis tent wi t h the district philosophy in maki ng
all school experienc es meaning ful and direct e d to th e deve l opment
of individual s e lf-direction.

'ENT:

The cont e nt of the seminars will includ e (1) spec ific hea lth ef f ec ts
o f s moking; (2) s ociolog i c al and psycholog ical r eas ons for smoking;
(3) the impact of adve rtising; and (4) the role gove rnment plays,
both voluntarily and involuntarily, in promotin g the tobac c o indus try.

'EDURE:

A student who is identified in violation of the s moking policy for the

first time will be offered an opportunity, with :par ental permission,
to atte nd an anti-smoking s eminar in lieu of a thr ee -day s us pens i on.
Failure to attend the seminar, if this option is chos e n, would re s ult
in a thre e-day suspension.
1'.7enty seminars, two per month, will be s ch eduled. Each month a
s e minar will be held in ea ch township of the district. Mr. Maddox
will c oordinate the s e s e minars and will distribute information
regarding exact locations and times.
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MEMO TO:

All Staff Members

FROM:

Mr . Gaza , Mr . Maddox, Mr . Campbell

DATE:

May 23, 1974

During the past few weeks s everal staff memb ers from the five high schools
in our district h a ve part icipat ed in meetings concerned with alt e rnatives in
education. One of these meetings, which we feel is worthy of inves tigati on,
dea ls with the seminar approach to the prob l em of stud ent smoki ng on school
property . It is our intent to investi gate this area and perhaps recommend to
the Boa rd of Education to add a nd implement this idea to our current smoking
policy.
The seminar would involve the instruction of students in the hazards of
smoking. Typically, what would occur is that a s tudent who is caught smoking
on a first offense , and his pa r ents, wou l d have an option: either have the
student a tt end the smoking seminar, and we would encourage parent involvement,
or the student would be iss ued a 3- day s us pension from school .
This program is currently being used in s evera l s ub urban high s chool dis tricts and they r epo rt many positive results. Our int ent would be to implement
this idea in the night s chool program and hire staff membe rs from within our
district to teach the classes. Currently, several s taff members are contacting
the Chicago Lung A3sociat ion for information concerning the program. The staff
members teaching these classes in other district s are not h ealth speciali s ts,
but rather are concerned teachers who have been trained by th e Chicago Lung
Association to teach this subject matter . Our proposal would include training
individuals to teach this subject matter and provide materials fo r the classes .
It is di fficult to explain entire l y the nature of ~he program and our
philosophy conc erning its implementation, but if any staff member would be
interested in teaching these classes or int er ested i n obtaining furth e r information about the program, please contact Mr. Gaza , Mr . Maddox or Mr . Campbel l.

APPENDIX D
PROGRAM MATERIALS AND CORRESPONDENCE
FOR INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR
Letter from Dr. Richard C. Kolze
to Princ i pals
Seminar or Suspension Program
Letter to Mr . Donald Nie
Letter to Y~ . Dale Brady
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August 29, 1974

MEMO TO :
FROM:

Principals

Richard C. Kolze

SUBJECT:

ANTI - SMOKING SEMINAR

On Wednesday evening, September 4 , at 7:00 p . m., an anti.smoking seminar will be held for all building disciplinarians
in the auditorium at Hoffman Estates High School. This sample
seminar will be similar to the program offered to students who
elect it . Don Nie, Educational Service Region of Cook County;
Da1e Bradley, Chicago Lung Association; and Dr. Levine are
the presenters.
Please notify your associate and/or assistant principals of the
meeting . Administrative attendance at this meeting is highly
desirable . They should be familiar with material being presented.
Also, any teachers who would be interested in a t tending are
welcome.

Attention Teachers:

You are cordially invit~d to attend the
meeting .
L . B. Newendorp
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Seminar or Suspension Program
sponsored by
Educational Service Region Cook County
Richard J. Ma rtwick, Superintendent
and
1be Chicago Lung A;sociation
in conjunction with ·
Palatine High School District 211

Hoffman Estates High School
1100 West Higgins Road
Hoffman Estates , Illinois
Wednesday, September 4
7 : 00 P. M.
Auditorium
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PROGRAM

Seminar or Suspension Program
Dona l d B. MBddox

Welcome

Speaker - "Anti-Smoking Education : A Major Concern"
Dr . Harold Levine , M.D., Head of Pulmonary Section
Hines V.A. Hospital, Maywood , Illinois

Speaker - "Seminar or Sus pens ion Program"
Mr . Donald J\Jie , Assistant Superintendent Health Education,
Educational Service Region Cook County

Speaker - " Instructional Methods That Work :
Dale Brady, Director of Education Services ,
Chicago Lung Association

~J.
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S~ pt ernber 13 , 1974

Mr. Dona ld ~ie , As si s t a nt Superi n tend e -ot
Educ ational Servi c e Reg ion Cook County
33 We st Grand Av enue
Chi c ago , Illinois 60610
De ar Mr. Nie:

I ~ant to thank you once a g ain
to as sist me in a rran g ing and or g aniz ing
I h e ard many fine comments r e garding the
~h o ~ere the re we re truly fired up as we

for all the time you have taken
the Se ptemb e r 4th seminar.
total program and our te a chers
h ad all hoped they would be.

Our firs t s e~i ~ar ~as Se p t e mb er 11th and overal l I ~as wel l
pl ea sed. We had twenty-two students in a t tenda nce with five par e nts.
I b e lieve we have the info r mation ~e ~ant to present. Kow I see the
need for poli s hing ind ividual pr e sent a tions .
~e ere in the proc e ss of
shooting slides for various visuals needed and this should help gain the
flow we n e ed to a:a. intain interest .
Thank you again for a ll your help . · I received t h e packet of
mat e rials you sent .
Please stop by anyti me wh en you are in the area.
Sincerely ,

Dona l d B. ~~ddox
Assistan t

Pr in cipal
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Se p t ember 13 . 1974

Mr. Brady, Dir e ctor of Educati ona l Services
Chi cag o Lung Ass ociation
1440 "t;e st Wa s hi ngton
Chic a go, I11i oo is
De ar

Hr. Brady:

I ~ a n t to th a nk y ou aga in for your mos t a bl e direction in
ar ~a ng in g f or th e Septembe r 4th prese ntation .
I h eard ma ny fine c o~T>e n t s
f~om b o th a dmin istrators and t e a ch e rs and as you c ould tell at the co n clusion of th e seminar , th e y we re fired up as we h a d all hoped th e y wou 1d
be .

Our fi rst se~ioar ~as h e ld tbis past ~ edne sday e v en ing and ov e r all I ~ a s v c ~y pl eas ed. Twe nty-t~o s tudents we re i n atten~ance a 1 ong ~ jth
f i ve par en ts.
I fe el the ~ate rial content is near ly c omp l e te a~d n~- n e ec s
po lish. We are s ~ a iti P.g the r e t urn of slides tak en of various acl v e rt i s e me n ts
a~d h ope full y will find this s mo oth e s out the p re s e ntation so that it flo ~s
b e tter. Tii er e is much work to do but I 'm confident we 're on our ~a y.
Once 2.ga in, thanks for all your time and your e xpe rience.
f eel free to stop in 'loffieo you are in this area.

P1ea se

Sincere!~,

Donald B. Maddox

P.S .

'Ibe paper ~ark for purc hase of book1ets is complete and
vill be initiated upon receipt of it e ~ .

APPENDIX E
FORM LETTER MATERIALS TO PARENTS
Smoking Suspension From School
Student Statement of Understanding
Regarding Smoking Policy
Schedule of Seminar Dates for
District V~p With Schools

1974-75
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Palatine High School
150 East Wood Street
Palatine, Illinois

SMOKING SUSPENSION FROM SCHOOL

(date)
To the Parents of

------- --------

Your
has been identified in violation of High School
District 2ll's smoking policies contained in Article VII, "Student Discipline", Se ction 716, entitled "Smoking".
Board policy prescribes a 3-day suspension for the first smoking violation. However,
may, in conjunction with you, choose that
he/she will attend an Anti-Smoking Seminar in lieu of a 3-day suspension.
Your Board of Education believes that this option is both consist e nt
with stated philosophy dealing with student discipline and in agree me nt wi th
current educational leaders' philosophy and thought. Th e most obvi o us purpose in making this choice available to the parents is that one additi onal
attempt to infor m students of the pe rsor.al health dangers linked to s mokin g
be extended.
Suspend e d students will be denied admission to classes until a decision
has been made b e twe en the parent and an administrator. Please call my office
by 8:00 a.m.,
to arrange for a confe rence. (358-6111)

•

8/74
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PALATINE HIGII SCHOOL
TO\\">:S HlP Ji J t; tt SCH OOL DlSTn1cT 21 1

150 E. Wood Street
Thiel
Prin ci pal

Palatine, Illinois 60067

W illiam G . Pal1 er>on
Assistant Principal
Director of Student Activitie,
James A Spengler

Director of
Pupil Pe,.onnel Services

Phone: 358-6 111
G. J . "Chic" Anderson
Division Chairm an
Health, Physical Education
and Athletics

Maddox
Princip al

Student Stat ement of Understanding
Regarding Smoking Policy

I,
, under s tand that the smoking policy
pertains to violations of dis t rict smoking policy r egar dless of whether
I was smoking or not . My admittance into the smoking area is possible
only through written permission by my par e nt.

I further understand that the only acceptable location for student
smoking is the smoking area which is identified by yellow lines on the
paving outside the building iGlIIlediately north of the junior -senior lounge
area . The smoking area may be use d befor e and a fter school, and during
study option and lunch/activity periods .
I have vi olat e d th e school's smoking policy~~time(s) this year and
understand that an admini strative referral to the Board of Education for an
expulsion hearing will r esu lt from a thir d violation of the smoking policy.
Summary of disciplina ry mea sures applied to smoking
violations on a ye arly basis are:
1st - 3-day suspension and pare nt contact
2nd - 5-day suspension and parent con fer ence
3rd - referral to Board of Education for expulsion hearing
My signature below indicates that my understanding of the above is
comp let e.

(student)

8/74

(date)
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Scheduled Dates
for
Anti-Smoking Seminars

Week of
Sept. 9 - 13
II
23 - 27

Date

School

11

25

Fremd
Schaumburg

Oct.

7 - 11
21 - 25

9
23

Fremd
Schaumburg

Nov .

4 - 8
18 - 22

6
20

Fremd
Schaumburg

Dec.

2 - 6
16 - 20

4
18

Fremd
Schaumburg

Jan. 13 - 17
27 - 31

15
29

Fremd
Schaumburg

Feb. 10 - 14
24 - 28

12
26

Fremd
Schaumburg

Mar. 10 - 14
24 - 28

12
26

Fremd
Schaumburg

April 14 - 18
28 - 5/2

16
30

Fremd
Schaumburg

May

7
21

Fremd
Schaumburg

4

Fremd
Schaumburg

5 - 9
19 - 23

June 2 - 6
9 - 14

11

* Seminars held in Room 129

Fremd
Room 220 - Schaumburg
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APPENDIX F
EVALUATION · INSTRUMENTS
Student Questionnaire
Parent Opinionnaire
Attitudinal Opinionnaire
Administrative Opinionnaire
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SMOKER

tJON- SMOKER

GD
Student Questionnaire
The data obtained through your completion of this questionna ire
shall be held in confidence and individual tabulated responses
will not be identified by name. Your full cooperation in completing this questionnaire as accurately as you can will be
appreciated .
121 162 106 84 3 79 135
86Palatine
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 (489
487
(age)
responses) 150Fremd
(year in school)
circle
91Conant
Your School
144 87 34
3
71Schaumburg
(check)
475
16 17 18 19
~Hoffman Estates
responses

I.

II.

Do your parents smoke? (check one) (489 responses)
91Father only, 80Mother only , 196Both Parents, 1221'1either Parent .
Do you have older brothers or sisters who smoke? 276Yes 2!l_No .

(489 responses)

Do you have younger brothers or sisters who smoke? l~Yes 336No . (487 responses)
Does your best friend smoke? -433Yes 5.§_No . (489 responses)
Is there someone you feel very close to who has within the last three
months begun to smoke? (529 responses)
3
44Your buddy 1l_Boy Friend 54Girl Friend, l!_Brother/sister, 28other338no one
CII.

1.

2.

What would you say is the possibility that 5 years from now you will
be a cigarette smoker?
(497 responses)
43Definitely yes, 236probably yes, 52definitely not, 166 probably not
Of the following reasons, what do you think is the main reason teenagers
START smoking cigarettes?
(check only one)
1 personal
107to look big, more grown-up
_!1 enjoy it
~-1
won ' t eat then
48because their parents smoke
~ boredom
1§.!.because their friends smoke
1 imitation
lOObecause they're curious
~-1 everybody else
l~to be part of the crowd
16 other
z.!..to calm their nerves
10 want to
6other taste

------------ -----------------

3.

Of tbe following examples , what do you think is the main reason
t•?cn:.c>c rs DO NOT START smoking? (check only one)
2 don't want to
lOObec;use their parents don ' t allow it
2 couldn't hack it
ll6because they know it ' s bad for their health
3 jocks
98because cigarettes smell bad or taste bad
2 diseases
67because it slows them down in sports
1 waste money
!!!±_because they're afraid of getting caught
105because their friends don't smoke

4.

How do you classify your use of cigarettes?
]iinon-smoker
I_lloccasional smoker
32€:srnoker

(481 responses)

Note: If you answered #4 either occasional smoker or smoker,
please complete questions 5, 6, 7 and 8 .
5.

About how often do you smoke? (444 responses)
_2_once a month or less often
ll!_a few times a month
41._a few times a week
38.l_every day or just about every day

6.

If you smoke every day or just about every day; how many cigarettes
do you smoke in a day? (446 responses)
22 less than one cigarette per day
5JL2 - 4 a day
14..9_5 - 9 a day
IS_Q_lO - 19 a day
7~more than 20 a day

7.

How long have you been smokingJ (430 responses)
1.l_less than 3 months
19 3 months to 6 months
57 more than 6 months but less than l year
132 l to 2 years
209 over 2 years

8.

Aside from what you think you actually could do, which would you
most like to do?
(428 responses)
lS~quit smoking
86 cut down a lot on the number I smoke
73 cut down a little on the number I smoke
Bifnot sure at this time
24 smoke as much as now
3 smoke more than now

- 2 -

.lV.)

PARENT OPINIONNAIRE

, parents, you recently exercised your option that your son/daughter would attend an
1oking seminar sponsored by the school district. This seminar was in lieu of a threepension as provided by the High School District 211 Smoking Policy. In an effort to
in your feelings regarding this procedure , you are asked to complete the opinionnaire
.nd return i n the self-addressed envelope.
dicate how you feel about the following statements by checking the blank which best
nts your feeling about each of the statements. If you desire, please express any comou wish to make in addition to checking the appropriate blank.
Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

18

20
Total 158

30

74

The seminar described above was a complete waste of time.

31

17
Total 158

4

10

The seminar is an improvement in the
smoking policy .

5

5
Total 160

2

12

As a parent I appreciate the opportunity
to select an alternative to suspension.

41

44
Total 157

13

38

I have observed a change in my child ' s
attitude toward smoking .
I have observed a change in my child's
smoking habits .

y Mildly
Agree

31

49

16

35

5

7

7

132

An automatic 3-day suspension should be

used for the first violation of the
smoking policy.
your son/daughter made any comments regarding the anti-smoking seminar, how would you
egorize their comments : (a) of no value, (b) interesting, (c) a rip-off, (d) good or OK,
a farce , (f)
(other)
the following choices which best meets your expectation for the length of time needed
effect behavior change: (a) present length of 2~ hrs. , (b) less than 2~ hrs., (c) more
none session of 3 hrs . , (d) no more than two sessions of 3 hrs .
s:

7a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
1.

of no value
interesting
a rip- off
good or OK
a farce
not interesting
no comment
nothing new
too l ong
scare
excellent
very effective

14
57
6
56
10
2
6
3
3
1
1
1

8a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.

2~ hours
65
18
less than 2~_hours
more than one session of
3 hours
36
no more than two sessions
of 3 hours
7
2 sessions of 2 hours
5
no comment
2
2 oe 3 sessions of 1~ hours 3

ou for your cooperation in completing this opinionnaire.
Sincerely ,

Donald B. Maddox

(date)

-(n;;;e)

_
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For e,ach statement: eiTcle t:he nu.tr.her that moat accurs.tP.ly
indica te~ ho\o' you feel'. Po'r exom·plt!, if you completely
OlJt'e~ ,,rlth the statement, circle 4, if y ou agree somewhat,
circle 3, and so on. IMPORTANT: !!l!.wer every gues!.!:.£n .
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ADNINISTRATIVE
O?INIOl\.l'iAIRE

Purpcse:

1.

It is r;;y intention to gain additional input: from you 1r1ho work
wi th the program adminis trativel y.
I have purposely left this
aocu,,ien t: very open in an effort to gain as oiverse an interpre tation of what.you like and dislike a.bout the program as ~ ell
as how you feel it: can be strengthened and even broadened .
Pl e ase use the space provided for coff:ments as you wish.

I would like to see the alternati ve to suspension program continued
next year. 12
yes;
o no. Monumental program in our district discipline

policies-effect,program.
2.

3.

Rate your reaction to the alternative program as you interpret i t
as an educ ator .
(a) excel lent , (b) very good, (c) good, (d} fa ir,
(e) poo:r .
2
6
2
2
0
Rate your reaction to the alternative program as you view i t from
working with it cQIT~nistratively.
(a) excellent , (b) very good.
(c) gocd , (d) fair, (e) poor .
8
3

0

0

0

4

4.

Please rate your impression of p a rental attitudes when o f fered an
alternati ve to having their son/or daugh t er suspended.
(a) positive,
12
(b) neqative, (c) a~~ivalent.

5.

~.'hat has been the reaction of students who have been told they and
(a) pcsitive,
their parents may choose an alternative to suspension .
(b) neqati ve, (c) t?J;!bivalent.
10
0
2
Include an approxiffcte percentage to each of the above three categories.

0

(a)

6.

7.

8.

0

,

(b)

,

See page 4 for details .

(c)

Do you feel the seminar should be offered (a) wefffly, (b) monthly,
(c) bi-rrr:mthly, (d) when enough students warrant?
0
l
bi-weekly - 2
10
Would you prefer to see the seminar held in
(a) your own building,
(b) continue as i t currently is scheduled between Fremd and
Schaumburg schools?
6
I would like to see the alternative to suspension program
as is , (b)' changed slightly, ( c ) completely ch2.nged.

3

(a)

4

remain
8

0

Comments: _.,H~i~r~e.......D"'""'-r~.___,,L~a~v~i~·n""""e'----1h~o~l~d_,.s~emd~i~·u~a~r_s.aut~l~ei;;.Q
sMsc--,,1fjr~e~q~1~1~e~n~t~iun~tL..Ce~r~v~aul~s....,..;~+Pc=erhaps

decrease length of suspensions on 2nd offense-allow greater flexibility;
provide more guidelines and information about the actual structure a nd
topics covered at the seminar .

See #7

0
~

.

1-:ould s:o.: _:;;e{er to s . ·e .'-'c:·.-:: .:;t'c;.:_;::,t to i1::-c-i:r: nll s t :..cr:::'... s of t.'",e
c:,,,'::ie.rs c:~ soclated ;.;ith ~r:,:>}:i,,g jn ;;oditic-n to the cu r .tent r:-f [ort
ext<::nc·ea in iiealth clc!:.Ses ? ___ 5_ ye: s; ____ ) __ _ no.

_s.w:~_o.£....c..oL1:ecs~v enue to approach this ~mus~avoid moralistic prea~h}Eg
_atm.Q._s.pkre .

JO .

See 117

would you prefer to see s or.e kind of informational program incorpor at e d
1d th s;.,oki ng p ermission fo rlT's parents comp lete j n the f all:
~ -i_ y es ;

Cc;;-i,,ents:

~-4~

no .

Send out an explanation in the form of a letter ; not sure this

attempt would change parents ' mind about smoking permission .

See #7 (yes

informational); a brief seminar 1 hour in length by bui l ding .

How would you propose this be handl e d?

Letter to par ents; s end informat ion along with parent letter .

11 .

#7

Would an i nforr.~tional program for all s tudents in your building who
could at t end b e of any value to you and your -res ponsibi lities?
Comments:

Yes - 2

No -

6

Volunteer ·meetings for those who wish t o quit or c u t down; see #7
An i nf ormational program on a voluntar y bas i s s eems t o have merit

Doubt if student r esponse wou ld make it worthwhile .

2.

T·.'"ou ] d a n i r;:-c,:.- 1:~ic;,.~a l fr vg::- ..:m :-vr- a l l .r: tt.:,:?c.·t; t s i t 1 y c..1:r J:~u i] t1 ;· r1g ,:.·,o
;...:~~~ att i:n d l, e of any \'a l ue t.o y ou ;;nd yc i;r rc:s1,c,:-1.sibiJit it-s ?

Com:T•:::nts: _____ _y e s - 2 __ _ ____ no - 4 -------

Mis)rt avoid smok i ng v io l a t ions _l ater . See

3.

#7_~~~-

i mpact h as t he a l terna tive to s uspens ion p r o gram h a d on your
ca rrying o u t y our work r esponsibilities ?

T-.'hat

Com,wn ts :

Les s ha ssl e - more positive ; mos t po s itive ; ma kes my j ob ea sie r -

trama reduc ed among f amili es unfamil iar with di s cipline office; fewer unhappy
paren t s ; kid s know wha t i s i n s tore on 2 3 3 v io l a t ions ; worki ng with pol icy
is much easi er ; NONE; helped a gr ea t deal - l es s time less ar gument s , more

:.

r eas onabl e approach to smoking probl em ; make s confer ences easy and logi cal
wi th l ogi c al co nsequ enc es .
wou l d you li~e to s ee an exter.sion of t his type o f program e x t ended to
othe r areas s uch as dr ugs and alcoho l?
Corrzi!lents:

yes - 5 , no - 2

Yes wi t h s ome very f irm unde r standings : othe r a r eas

yes ! drugs and alcohol - no ! Bo t h are agai nst t he law! Alcoho l - yes ; drugs - no :
drugs 6 alcohol are to s eriou s t o be treated in t his manner; yes but no t fo r sa l1
of drug s . Ye s , i t doe s not make sense t o ignor e the person ex pe r i encing more
,.

ser i ous personal pr oblems .
Has an yone within y o ur faculty e xpr essed a desire t o participate i n
pr ogr am offe ri ng an alte r native to suspens ion?
O yes ;
9 no .
Co liiiJJen ts:

Based upon your f e el ings wha t h as been f aculty reacti on to th.is
al t erna ti v e program:
Co;;;msnts:

Ver y l i ttle; not sur e t hey know about i t; mi xed r e la tiv ely non-

descript; mixed ; s ome f or - s ome not ; fac ulty is aware - no t enough info rma t ion
has been pr esented t o them ; not sure that many a r e awa r e; good; posi tive .

17.

·
11°
· ..t .,...>S ,!1.'-'·'· ·· ·~ o ~·o··r
~u J"y • o
e:'-,., a ~~: ·(.;J •t•::- r ~·1· __
.. T; ~·1,:
,~
..r cJ .....
J;':;,ve ~ou ex.;:,,::J r;,:.-,c
J.-s
•
..
' r.
t
j <J.::r,t.i fy stuce:n t suo}:i 1ig vioJctois 1.J,:·C.3L'St: t, , c y rt·Cv'::"n1 ze S<..UC..:n
l.,

,.

actual ly is r,o t suSJA::ncc?d, but offe:-red an c;_,;.,ort uni ty to bt t e:-nd
se:rr,inar? __ J__ yes; _ &_ __ no.

seminar program_._ _2J_ px_~~.i.ng_..r.ule..s...aruLregu.lat::i.o.ns - in-eJ..asses
t eachers believe they are fair; less hassle to confront individuals not anything to do with su s pension; don ' t feel alter native bas haci._any ef fect -0n
faculty's willingness to report viol ators. Bring in the doctor - pay wha t
he wants - great ! !

Com:o;en t : _ l)

1dditional Comments :
~estion 5. Part 2.

~es tion 8 .

A

B

C

90
90
96
60
90
99
95
98
75

3

8

7
5
2
30
2

~

~

0
0
25

5

5
0
10

2

0

Our procedure has been that when an alternative may be beneficial , the
administrative t eam may exercise their discretion in terms of handling disc ipline procedures , this coupled with PPS expertise has proven effective for
us. However , there may be o ther areas wher e alternative procedures are being
used distric t - wide now and th ese may be revealed by the discipline comm ittee.
The present program is an alt e rnative t o suspension (for smoking) . I think it
is great . The rationale is great and i n total makes sense wher e suspension
for smoking doesn't hold t oo much water . I would like to see other alternatives to susp ensions for o ther types of misconduct . I would like to see us
explore alternatives to det entions also . They are a waste and an administrative headache .

Question 10. In every instance invit e the pa r ents to attend the seminar with their son or
daughter .
Question 11. Perhaps renew campaign used i n January with i nformationa l seminars offered to
tho se students in each building wh o would like to a ttend .
Question 14 . Have reservations on this - l eave it to those specific ally trained .

APPENDIX G
INFORMATIONAL RELEASES
Overview of Alternative-1975
NASSP Convention
Written Brief to NASSP ~agazine
Editor
Palatine Herald Newspaper Article
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OVERVIEW OF ALTEnNATIVE-1975 NASSP CONVENTION
The following overview of the alte rnative program
was made availab le at the 1975 National Association of
Secondary School Administrators Convention held in Las
Vegas , Nevada in February .
An Alternative to Suspension for Smoking
Rare indeed might be the educational administrator
who has not wished the whole student smoking dilemma in our
nation 1 s public elementary and secondary schools might not
just disappear .

Often caught in the middle and the recipient

of comments from all front s , the administrator is damned if
he does suspend and damned if he does not .

Aside from each

administrator 1 s personal feeling, each strives to enforce
and protect the spirit of all adopted board policies .
As an educational leader, however,

it is difficult to

equate loss school time through suspension for a first smoking violation .

Obv io usly it is difficult to convin ce parents

and community members of any logic in actually restricting
students from school for smoking .

After all our society

accepts smoking as part of its initiation rites int o manhood
and womanh ood .

Our governments capitalize on tobacco prod-

ucts sales and flaunts tobacco useage through repetitive
example .

The parent knowing this and recognizing this

phenome non may ask, why is the school issuing a vacation
from school whic h is exactly what the student wants.

Recog-

nizing that there are several answers to this question whi ch
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we have all used before, it is a most worthy question.

It

is recognized that guide l ines be drawn and positions taken
in any situation, however .
Is 1t possible to hold the line and educate at the
same time, it has been asked?

Management team members felt

so in High School District 211 and have developed a program
used throughout the district's five high schools which offers
an alternative to suspension for smoking offenses .

Students

observed in violation of policies are suspended in word only
pending parent phone call conf i rming their desire that student
take option rather than a three day suspension from school.
The alternative to suspension is attendance at one evening
anti - smoking seminar .

This alternative is available only on

the first smoking violation .

Failure to attend seminar as

planned results in a three day suspension .
A total of twenty seminars are scheduled throughout
the school year and meet every other week .

Seminars rotate

back and forth between a school in the northern part and one
in the southern part of the district .

Unless students or

parents ask for special consideration, the student is expected
to attend the next seminar scheduled regardless of its
location .
The actual program was written and developed by a
management team member with additional input from four in terested classroom instructors.

Seminars run for two and a

half hours and are team taught.

Effort is made to offer a

114

variety of teaching techniques and a host of visuals including slides and 16mm film clips .
Students and parents are involved in evaluation of
program.

A questionnaire is administered at the end of the

seminar to determine such points as when and for how long
they have been smoking, how much, what they would most like
to do as it relates to their smoking habit and some questions
regarding home and friends.

A follow-up questionnaire is

administered six weeks later to evaluate what level of concern they may have regarding such points as:

health, personal

relevance, example, esthetics, and capability of stopp i ng .
Parents are also sent an opinionnaire asking for comments
their son or daughter had and if there has been any change
in attitude or behavior on the part of their child .
In very broad headings the following is an outline
of the seminar content:
I.

Solicit input from group members and review what
is commonly considered reasons for smoking .

II.

Review the physiology of the resperatory system.

III .
IV.
V.

VI .
VII.
VIII.

~ajor diseases associated with tobacco .
Historical review of tobaccos' role in this
country.
Open ended presentation directed toward rights
of others.
Advertising and techniques used by tobacco
industry.
Economic impact of tobacco industry on all levels
of government.
Suggested tips for slowing down and/or quitting
the cigarette habit .
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trn to: NASSP, 1904 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091
4/1975
~ of School
Palatine High School
·ess

150 East Wood Street, Palatine, Illinois 60067

of Principal

L. B. Newend orp

OF COURSE., PROG RAM, PROJECT, OR POLICY:

"An Alt erna tive to Smoking Suspension"

:RAL DESCRIPTION: The a1 ternative to suspension program for smoking violations is in
first year of operation within Palatine High School District 211 schools . The district
ing policy provides for a 3- day school suspension on the 1st violation, a 5-day school
ension on the 2nd violat ion and a recommend a tion to the board of education that the
ent be expelled on the 3rd violation. The alternative to suspension is offered only
he 1st smoking violation. Students identified in viol ation of the policy are of fered ,
parental input , the option of selecting a 3-day s uspens ion or att end ing one 2~ hour
ing anti-smoking seminar . A total of 20 seminars rotate between 2 schools every other
Each seminar is team taught with a variety of media aides . Seminar con tent includes
ise data gathered i n national stud ies of sociological and psychological da ta for youth ful
ers and a review of the respiratory sys tem with emphasis upon 5 major tobacco- related
ases . I n a ddition , the historical significance of tobacco products is reviewed as is
role of advertising within th t tobacco industry . The rights of others and the ef fects
Jbacco smoke on the non-smoker are presented with final emphas is placed upon the economic
obacco use and the role local, state, and federal governments play in the tobacco industr
'RAL PURPOSE : Is ideally to keep more stud ents in classes through an alternative to
ens ion rather than forcing them away from the education so essentially needed . In addithis approach to a common and increasing concern to all educators is both educationally
philosophi cally sound when effort can be shown in attempting onc e again to inform our
h of the documented relationship between health and smoking .

'ICIPANT(S) : (Grade levels of students; professional staff; others)
ent Grade Level - 9th through 12th (ages 13 through 19 years)
essional Staff - Bryant Danish, Kathi Molbek, Donald B. Maddox

~ATION DATA: (If objective data not available, please give subj ec tive
opinion)
tional data can be furni shed if desired on opinionnaires completed by students and
nts. Data sheets attached are self-explanatory and can also be expanded i f needed .
third sheet is probably most significant when comparing the school year 1973-74 with
-75 . Data for this school year is fr om September to April and thu s does ~ot represent
11 school term .

act for further informatio n:
(Name and Title)

Donald B. Maddox , Assistant Principal
Palatine High School , 150 East Wood Street
Palatine, Illinois 60067

Please att ac h printed materia ls , if ava i lable .

APPENDIX H
CORRESPONDENCE
Letter to Dr. Robert V. Shu.ff
Letter to Dr . Richard C. Kolze
Letter to Palatine Staff Members
Packet of Materials Distributed
to Staff Members
Letter Received from Dr . Helen
E. Westerberg
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June 7, 1974

Mr. Rob e rt V. Thuff, Director
Educational Administrator and Supervisor
Appli ed Arts and Educa t ion Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Dr. Shuff :
I wanted to drop you a note explaining that our school
te rm will . be co~p leted June 14, and that I wi ll be oo caopc s by
June 17th.

I als o ~anted to t ouch base ~ith y ou oo some of cay thinking regarding rny propcsed subject oaterial for my field experience
work.
Palatine High Schoo l District 211 ha s traditionally had
~-hat cou ld b e consider ed a strong discipline policy. Ho~ever, an
aspect of that total discipline p o licy has come u nder considerable
fire of late, name ly , the smoking problem. Currently, a first violation results in a three-day suspension. A secood violation is a
five-day suspension with a third violation resulting in a rec0Im1eoclatioo to the board of education that the student be expe lled for the
remainder of t h e semester. Several students from a total of the
district's five schools have been e%pe lled for repeated incidents
of smoking poli c y violations , and many students have received the
three and five-da y suspensions. A i a result of this, b oard members,
district ad.:niois tra tors• aod building a dministra t ·ors are concerned
with the present smok ing policy. Obviously parental pressure is
also a ir..ajor concern to all those who actually are on the firing lice .
A dis tr ict COi'.!C.iteee compo sed of building and district administrators have met in public for a number of evenings reviewing
student discipline policies and have made proposed changes where
change is agreed upon by corrmittee members. I have submitted a proposal which is before the committ ee and of vhicb I am a metDber .
We will be meeting as a committee June 13th .to discu s s all proposals
wb.icb have been submi tt ed. This past Monday I met with Dr. Kolze,
Superintendent, co a scertain his reaction to the proposal and his calculated est irrate of the board's reaction to my proposal. Dr . Kolze
was very positive in his discnssion of this with me aof only from
his point of viev but also that of the board's .
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Ia rather broad terms I h ave proposed a revision in the
smoking policy vhich ~ould offer the parent of a c hild id en tified
for the first smoking violation to accept the traditiocal three -d ay
suspe~sion or the optioo of attending an anti-smoking s em inar.
1be
rest of the policy would re~ain as it currently exist s.
I'm not
certain at the pr esen t time ~-hat the breadth of this would be. but
I "wOuld re3earch the lit e rature for other attempts IDade to infonn
students of the h azards of smoking and suggeste d ~ethodologie a to
bring about a cha nge in their behavior .
I really don't see this
approach to the proble~ resulting in numbers of students kicking
the habit; although , if only one stud e nt does quit, the program
~ou1d be a success. Realistically, I ~ould hope to see the incidence
of repeated violations reduced and certainly enhance public relations ~ith parents that their schools are making an additional e ffort
to educate their children about the dangers of srn~king .

I have attempted here to give you a brief insight into ~hat
I hope will be an acceptable program for the field experience work.
I ' m looking fon,;ard to discussing this ~itb you in more detail as it
relates to specific areas of inquiry.
See you in Ju.le.
Sincerely,

c.c.

Dr. Gerhart Y~tzner, Prof.
Eastern Illinois University .
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Dec embe r 12, 1 974

To :
Fr om :
Re:

Dr. Richard Kolze
Dona ld B. Haddox
Nationa l Int e ra genc y Council on Smoking and Health

I n an effort to introduce direction as outlined belou , I
feel that we , as e ducators, must ackn owl edge the observance of this
~ eek in Janu ary to publicly demonstrate our c o nc ern for the students
entrusted to us.
The t hrus t of any co:mnitcent , that is, instruction
of h ea lth hazards sh o uld be dir ec ted toward students. Howe ver, the
mechanics of d oing t his in a week's ti me with all te achers a s classroom l e ader s would be most difficult .
I personally believe current e ffort shoud d be direct ed to
our professional staff. Tileir awareness of issues could conceivably
result in act i on which wou ld call for t h e a bs tinence of smoking at
faculty , d e partment , curriculum , administrative counci l, and even
school board meetings .
'Ibrough our example our ch a rges can r eco gniz e
that we are concerned and have taken positive action to pr otect the
non-smokers righ ts.
From this stance, the school boa rd might wish to
re-examine school policies on student smoking.
Suggested actions by school superintend en t.
*ini tiate a letter to each principal identifying
week of J anuary 11th through 17th as Nati o nal
Education week oo Smoking as proclaimed by National
Intera g2ncy Council on Smoking and Health .
*Within this letter ask each principal to procl a im
observance of this week to staff members with ao
accompanying suggestion that each member introdu ce
to his/her classe s the national attention being
focused oo the accompany ing dangers of ci g arette
smoking and it's effect on non-smoker s.
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*Ask that you arrar.ge vith a ll principals that
portion of their January f a culty meeting be
~ade available to a trave ling speakers group
co~?osed of 211 personne l.
(Perhaps faculty
meetings could be postponed until the week of
Jan, 13th through 17th, and each be held on a
different day of that ~eek.) Purpose of presentation would be to strengthen teacher a~are ness of cigarette related health hazards,
and stimulate teacher interest and action through
recognition of the rights of bohers.
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January 11, 1975

To:

Faculty Staff Members

From: Mr. Newendorp
Re: Observance of this week as National Education Week on Smoking
Purpose: To focus yours and your stud_e nts attention on the week
beginning January 11 as "Non-smokers Have Rights, Too."

"Non-smokers have rights, too , " is the theme of the 1975
Education Week on Smoking as sponsored by the National and State
Association of the lnteragency Council on Smoking and H ealth .

The

purpose of this observance during the week of January 11 through the 17 .

is to focu s attention on these rights, especially the right to breathe
tobacco free a ir.

I n addition, encou rage individual and group action

to prevent smokers from infringing on this right.
The attached material s have been carefully screened in an
effort to lay before you concise and well written documentation o f studies
and test results as compiled by various governmental, collegiate, and
independent research groups , of the effects tobacco smoke carried in
the air has on the non-smoker.
Specifically, I ask that you read all materials and that you
post in your classrooms, office , o r work stations the attractive and
colorful poster entitled, Non-Smokers Have Rights, Too!, and the
Non- Smoker's Bill of Rights.
In addition , I ask that you point out this nati onal observance
to others -- students and staff.
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NON-SMOKERS HAVE RIGH·TS TOO!

PLEASE DON'T SMOKE
ILLINOIS INTERAGENCY COUNCIL ON SMOKING AND DISEASE
22 W . MADISON STREET, ROOM 506, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60602

NON-SMOKERS HELP PROTECT THE HEAL TH, COMFORT AND SAFETY OF
EVERYONE BY INSISTING ON THE FOLLO~VING RIGHTS:
THE RIGHT TO BREA THE CLEAN AIR
NON-SMOKERS HAVE THE RIGHT TO BREATHE CLEAN AIR, FREE FROM HARMFUL AND IRRITATING TOBACCO SMOKE. THIS RIGHT SUPERSEDES THE RIGHT TO SMOKE WHEN THE TWO CONFLICT.

THE RIGHT TO SPEAK OUT
NON-SMOKERS HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS - FIRMLY BUT POLITELY -THEIR DISCOMFORT
AND ADVERSE REACTIONS TO TOBACCO SMOKE. THEY HAVE THE RIGHT TO VOICE THEIR OBJECTIONS WHEN SMOKERS LIGHT UP WITHOUT ASKING PERMISSION.

THE RIGHT TO ACT
NON-SMOKERS HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE ACTION THROUGH LEGISLATIVE CHANNELS, SOCIAL
PRESSURES OR ANY OTHER LEGITIMATE MEANS - AS INDIVIDUALS OR IN GROUPS - TO PREVENT OR DISCOURAGE SMOKERS FROM POLLUTING THE ATMOSPHERE AND TO SEEK THE RESTRICTION OF SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES.

h

.L~U

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, ILLINOIS DIVISION, INC.
37 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60603
312-372-0471
~

following article appeared in the CHICAGO TRIBUNE, January 11, 1972

CIGARET PERIL TO NONSMOKER TOLD
By Arthur Siddon (Chicago Tribune Press Service )

WASHINGTON, Jan. 10 - Cigaret smoking can be dangerous even to the health of
>se who do not smoke, the United States surgeon general warned today.
In his 1972 report on the health hazards of smoking, Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld said
: heal th of a nonsmoker can be harmed in smoke filled rooms. The danger is from
>0sure to low levels of carbon monoxide.
The 226-page report is t he sixth released by the surgeon general since 1964 when
>king first was linked officially to lung cancer and heart disease.
PROBLEMS IN YOUTHS
Steinfeld also said studies have shOW'n that "a significant number" of new smokers
high school age have exhibited syrnptans of health problems, indicating that cigaret
>king may affect one's health more quickly than earlier believed.
Other highlight s of the report deal with cigarets as a major risk factor in cardio1cula.r disease; ciga.ret smoking as the most important cause of death from chronic
1tructive bronchopulmonary disease; and cigaret smoking as the main cause of lung
1cer in men.
Steinfeld said he recognizes that Ameri cans continue to smoke despite all the find:s of its effects on their health. Because of this he urged new efforts to develop
'er cigarets.
The tobacco industry should work to reduce the harmful substances in cigarets
;inning with carbon monoxide, nicotine, and tar, he said.
Steinfeld said that for the first time an attempt has been made to determine just
r harmful cigaret smoke is on nonsmokers.
CWLD HARM HEALTH

According to the report, persons in a smoke filled roan, such as at a party,may
exposed to carbon monoxide levels of 20 to Bo parts per million, equal to or higher
lfl some local air pollution limits and national air quality standards.
"The presence of such levels indicates that the effect of exposure, may be su.f:ient to be harmful to the health of an exposed person, " said the report.
"This would be particularly significant for persons who are already
suffering
II
m chronic bronchopulmonary disease and coronary heart disease, the report said.
Experiments have been made which show that other chemicals in cigaret smoke cause
.monary and heart disease in animals, but the effect of these substances on non•king individuals has not been determined, said Steinfeld.
Studies do show, however, he continued that exposure to 50 parts per million
·bon monoxide for from 27 to 90 minutes can affect human sight and hearing and can
1per an automobile driver's ability to respond and to Judge distance.
I

S'TUDIES OF S'!UDENTS

In two studies involving high school students, it was learned that symptoms of
1piratory disorders were present among the smoking teen-agers after just a short
>erience with cigarets o In one study, students with one to five years experience
;h cigarets had excessive cough, sputum production, and shortness of breath.
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(2)

exposure to smoke of mice infected Vith influenza A virus
24 hours previously, resulted in significantly higher mortalities,
thus suggesting that cigarette smoke can aggravate an existing
respiratory viral infection."
Bernard Zussman, M.D. "Atopic Symptoms Caused by Tobacco Hypersensitivity"

61 Southern
Medical Journal 1175 (1968)
11

The problem of clinical hypersensitivity to tobacco smoke ia
assuming greater importance in atopic 'allergic patients', who
do not smoke themselves, but who are exposed to smoke either
at school, office or home."

Frederic Speer, M.D. Tobacco and the Non-Smoker: 16 Archives of
Environmental Health 443 (1968)
"A study of b oth allergic and non-allergic patients that intolerance to tobacco smoke is common to bot,h groups. The
many individuals who develop symptoms from tobacco S1110ke need
understanding and support of the physician in helpin~ them
avoid its noxious effects." The noxious effects recorded included:
eye irritat i ons, nasal symptoms, headache, cough, wheezing,
sore throat, nausea, hoarseness and dizziness.
F.K. Hansel, Clinical Allergy 1953
"Tobacco is a very significant factor as a secondaey
irritant in patients with nasal allergy, hay fever, and
bronchial asthma. Even among those allergic patients
who do not smoke, tobacco may act as an irritant or
primary sensitizer.
"The structure and function of the nose exposes its membrane
particularly to the irritating effects of chemical fumes,
tobacco smoke, and such air pollutants as photochemical amog •.••
They are active as secondary irritants aggravating the symptans
of patients who have allergic rhinitis and the attacks that t hey
precipitate are essentially indist inguishable fran those due to
the primary causative antigen.
"There is 11 ttle doubt that tobacco smoke is an important
secondary factor in precipitating allergic symptans through
its action as a nonspecific irritant."
Bettina C. Hilman, "The Allergic Child" Annals of Allergy Nov. 1967
"4.6 million American children have asthma. Also,
to
of' the children in this country have one or more allergies.
Exposure to air contaminants, such as tobacco smoke, inhibits
the control of allergies in children and may lead to dangerous
allergic reaction."
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RIGin'S OF THE NON-9-tOKER

MEDICAL EVIDENCE
The Effect of Smoking on the Non-Smoker

1.

A clear and present danger to an estimated 30 million people with certain
preexisting medical susceptibilit ies and conditions. These include chronic
sinusitis, asthma, hay fever, an allergy to smoke, chronic bronchitis,
emphysema and many other chronic lung diseases.
Breakdown a ccording t o the
chronic bronchiti s
emphysema
chronic sinusitis
asthma or hay fever
other sensit ivit ies
total
*estimat ed t o be in

National Health Survey - 1967

400, 000
726, 000
16,818,000
16,099, 000

to smoke*
1
More Than 34,000,000
the millions

2.

John M. Keshishian, M.D., thoracic and cardio-vascular surgeon at George
Washington Universit y Hospital.
''The presence of tobacco smoke in t he air can trigger an
attack in a person plagued with chronic lung disease. The
attack can result in either mild discanf'ort such as a coughing
spell, running eyes and nose and impaired breathing or a more
serious attack involving extreme discom.t"ort and great difficult y
in breathing. 11

3.

Irwin Coplin, M.D. The Allergic Asthmat ic (1968)
"The t ruly unfortunate pat ient. is the one who develops
severe asthma when he ent ers a smoke-filled roan. It
seems that c igars or pipe smoke will usually aggravate
the asthmat ic more than t he cigarette smoke. We see
many ast hmatics who devel op severe asthma from even one
cigarette in a r oom or Just by smelling t he ashes in an
ash tray. There are the pati ents who can be likened to
the man living i n Dant e' s inf erno where there is no
escape from burnt fingers . Unfortunately, the non-allergic
populat ion has no underst anding of what they do to their
asthmat i c members of t he family when t hey smoke in their
presence. They are usually annoyed and place the asthmatic
in a most embarrassiJlg positi on. He must eit her ask them
not t o smoke i n his presence or s t ay bane and isolate ·hilllsel.t
fran societ y. This is i ndeed a problem, and I do not knov
t he answer. Perhaps if .re could wave a magic wand and make
all smokers ast hmat ic for one hour a week and then have them
sit in a r oom full of cigar smoke we would certainly bave a
population wit h a great deal more understanding."

4.

J .J. Balli nger, M. D. La:ryngosco~r "The Effect of Air Pollutants on
Pulmonary Clearance" (Aug.
"A recent report indicates that a single one-hour exposure
of mice to c igarette smok.e •• •lowered their r e sistance to infection , as measured by mortalit y and survival t ime: also
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9.

10.

Oiusepinna Scassellatti - Sforzolini, M.D.
"Non-smokers share Carcinogenic Risk While Breathing Air Among Smokers"
Medical Tribune, December 4, 1967
11
Smoke from an idling cigarette contains almost twice the tar
and nicotine of an inhaled cigarette and thus may be twice as
toxic as smoke inhaled by the smoker. Idling cigarette contaminates the air for approximately 12 minutes while the average
smoker is actually inhaling on the average for 24 seconds for
hie 'enjoyment' of each cigarette."
&toking "will obviously constitute something of a menace to a nonsmoking passengero" Science Magazine 1967
II
In a poorly ventilated
smoke-filled room concentrations of carbon
monoxide can easily reach several hundred parts per millionf thus
exposing smokers and non-smokers present to a toxic hazard.'
Carbon monoxide robs the body of needed oxygen and "camnonly leads
to headaches, dizziness and lassitude." Two other harmful component•
of cigarette smoke are nitrogen dioxide and hydrogen cyanide.
The former is an acutely irritating gas and cigarette smoke contains
concentrations 50 times the level considered "dangerous." Eydrogen
cyanide, particularly active against respiratory enzymes, is
present in cigarette smoke concentrations 160 times that considered
dangerous for extended exposure.
Science magazine concludes: "When the individual smokes in a poorly
ventilated space in the presence of others, he infringes on the
rights of others and becomes a serious contributor to air pollution."

ll.

Deutsche Medizinsche Wochenschrift, Vol 92, Nov. 1967
"The test results of Harmsen and Effenberger [Archives of Hygiene
and Bacteriology 141 (1957'J:/ shov the smoking of several cigarettes
in a closed room makes the concentration of nicotine and dust
particles in a short time so high that the non-smoker inhales as
much harmful tobacco products as the smoker inhales from 4 or 5
cigarettes."

12.

Cameron, Koetin et al. The Health of Smoker's and Non-Smoker's Children:
Preliminary Report I
A health survey in Detroit homes of children of smoking and nonsmoking pe.renta found that even healthy children are particularly
susceptible to cigarette smoke. The survey concluded that smoker's
children were sick more frequently than non-smoker's children and
that the presence of tobacco smoke in the environment associated
with "lessened physical health."

13.

In a Symposium on Oral Cancer, Gen. Robert B. Shearer fran Walter Reed Army
Hospital said: "In one minute one cigarette can affect the circulation that
it takes the tissues 30 minutes to return to normal. A reduction of peripheral blood circulation occurs not only in the fingers and toes, but in
other areas of the skin, and of prime importance to the dentist, in the
periodontal tissues. The blood circulation of non-smokers is also affected
when they enter a smoke-filled room.
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555 Thirty-First Street· Downer s Grove, Illinois 60515

Telephone (3 l 2) 964· 3 l 00

1"..arch 10 , 1975

Don Maddox
Palatine F~gh School
PalatiDe , Illinois 60067
Dear Mr . Maddox ,
This is a letter of commendation for Mr . oryant Danisch a~d
Kathy Molbeck who gave an excellent presentation of your school ' s
approach to the smoking problem.
It ~s e~c0ureging to see an educ e tic nal effort in t~e direction
your school is taking toward this problem.
Tney y;ere enthusiastic ,
gave a good program and used good audio visuals.
This was inspiring
to our class of prospective teachers .

We appreciate this cooperative effort in teacher education and
it was very much appreciated.
Sincerely you r

Helen E. Westerberg
Professor of A.:-.ato~y
Health Education

HEW/jw

P.P?E:NDIX I

BRIEF OUTLINE OF SEMINAR CONTENT
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Brief Outline of Seminar Content
Introduction :
I.
II .
III.

Purpose of program, names of instructors,
general direction of the program.

Suggested reasons why young people begin to smoke.
Physiology of the respiratory system .
Major medical diseases associated with smoking.

IV.

Historical review of tobacco in this country .

V.

Movie: Tobacco Problem : What Do You Think?
Serves as review of topics I-IV.

VI.
VII .
VIII .
IX.

The right of others.
Overview of advertising techniques used by tobacco
industry.
Role Federal, State, and Local Governments play
in the tobacco problem.
Summary with several handouts distributed to each
student with pertinent data for reflection.

APPENDIX J
REPORT TO BOARD OF EDUCATION
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Palatine High School

Ju1y 17, 1975
~:

Richard C. Ko1ze

From:
~:

Donald B. Maddox
An Alternative To Suspension For Smoking Policy Violations

Program
The alternative program is a one-evening, two - and-a-half hour seminar presenting relevant
data about the effects of smoking on health. Those students identified in violation of
ilie district's smoking policy for the first time are extended an opportunity to accept the
alternative program in lieu of a 3-day suspension from school.
Evaluation
The alternative to suspension program was most successful with a major goal of keeping more
students in their classes. A total of 508 students accepted the alternative program. As a
result 1,524 days of school were saved .
In contrast, during 1973-74, 2,139 school days were
lost as a result of 713 individual 3-day suspensions. · 1n 1974-75, 46 students elected to
take the 3-day suspension from school and 36 were suspended for failure to attend the
seminar after initially agreeing to attend .
Responses from two student and one parent opinionnaires strongly support the continuation
of the alternative to suspension program.
Need To Continue
The commitment to continue the alternative program reaches beyond the points mentioned
of keeping more students in their classes and re-introducing pertinent data on health.
The content of the alternative program extends beyond the cognitive levels of instruction
into the affective domain which calls for personal internalization of values and feelings
on the part of the individual. This need can be met through the seminar approach and is
educationally sound when assisting young people in changing their smoking behavior.
Recommendations
The alternative to suspension program is recommended for a second year of operation with
3 recommendations for change:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Increase the number of seminars offered from twenty to a rr~ximum of
thirty-five.
Appoint a coordinator charged with continued development and coordination
of the program ~ith appropriate compensation.
Admit to each seminar only the individual students who have been given
an appropriate identification/admit.

Proposed Budget

Salaries
Teachers & Coordinator

$3,000.00

Supplies

$

J:,0.00
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Soille P arent Comments
--- --- - - - --- -~ - r-Taken From Parent vpinionnaire

l

!

I

--i_ 97 4_75

I

I
.
"I a t t ende d with my son~ I felt it -wa s an excell ent prel sentatlon.
I f e ar t he children didn ' t h a ve open rece ptive a t t itudes
unfortun a tely - the infonnation most impr e ssive."
"S i nce she went t o this semin a r my daug hter has quit
smoking.
It makes me v e ry h appy .
I hope it is perman ent . I think
that t he seminar can do much mor e than susp e nsion could ever do."
also.

" My daugh t er's comm ents about t h e semi n ar g ot me to quit
Keep up the good work."

"He was very impr e s s ed. He sp e nt at least h a lf-and-hour
telling me what a l l he had seen and heard." Spend as much time as
necessary . If you can g e t to at least one , you have made s uccess.
I'm
glad to see this program in use."
"Since Beth does not have our permis s ion to s moke, I ' m
glad there was action taken, but am also glad it was not s u s p ension."
"I feel no stud e nt ·s hould receive a s uspensi on from
schoal because of a smoking violation. Parents and school officials
can work together to correct the v i olation without a student losing
class ti.me . Mr. Maddox - thank you . "
"I believe this is a very constructive and tremendously
improved policy.
Be cause our s on was non-committal about the s eminar
does not mean that it was ineffective or of no value . No one can tell
when or where the information and experience of the s eminar will have
its good result.
I am confident the program can be and is ben eficial whether or not we see the student quit smoking immediately."
"I think a 3-day suspension is a bit strong for the first
offense.
I agree with your smoking seminar.
It ' s surely worth a t ry.
At least that way, you are trying to help the student rather than make
him resentful with a 3-day suspension.
I do believe he or she continues
to ignore the rules , then I feel a suspension is in order after con sulting with the parents and the student. We feel your smoking p olicy
and rules are within reason and very good."
·
"Suspension is fine for a boy who takes i t hard, I feel my
son does not benefit from suspension, I would rather see some o t her f orm
of punishment, but rules are rules . I hope what he learned will be o f
value to him . "
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"I thin k t he program is a step in th e right dir e ction, however it will take s ome time before you begin to see re s u l ts . Don ' ~ gi ve
up or giv e in. The kids nee d to be in school , not a 3-day suspe nsion
(vacation) . "
"You coul d tell that a lot of work was put into pr epar ing
the seminar but I just wonder how mu ch the teen agers absorbed . My
husband and I found it inter es ting but just a li tt l e t~o long ."
"I am strongly in favor of anything that might help to
change my son 's smoking habits , perh5'iPS to ge t him to quit."
"I attende d the seminar wi t h my son an d was v e ry impress e d.
My s on commented favora bly al so and h e has not smoked since then.
Thank you for asking for my comments ."
"It is a p leasure to see school administ rators mak ing an
attempt to communicate with parents. As parent s, we have no way of
knowing what our childr e n a re doing or how they are acting outside the
home. "
"It is difficult to i mp ress a young person that smoking is
"bad news" wh en both parents are smokers - for over 25 years. However ,
this program gave us the opportunity to try to con vince h im that we
never would have s~arted had we been as well-informed r egarding the
hazards as he is. We a re stressing the point that it can't be difficult
to stop a pra ctice that is still e x per i ment al. He understan ds. We di dn't
sign the smoking area permit because we did not wish to encourage o r
endorse the startin g of the smoking h abit ."
"We don ' t b elieve smoking should be allowed i n scho o l at
all. As long as it is allowed and they supervise the smoking room I
can't understand why you g o to the trouble of having thi s program, wh ich
is against smoking when the district allows it to continue to go on in
school . We as parents smoke but I still don ' t think school is the pl ace
for smoking to take place. "
"Our daughter d oes not smoke, however, we believe ·that this
seminar was very effective as it gave her stronger opinions as t o why
people should not smoke . "
nsinc e the seminar, my son has quit smoking and has been a ble
to get my daught e r to quit . She has smoked for the last four years . She
has never attended a seminar on smoking , but decided to quit after hearing
what my son had to say .
This program is excellent."
" I do not see how children who see adults smoking around them
can be changed in a matter of hours . My husband and I are strongly opposed
to smoking and we do · not smoke - but children learn by example not by
lecture - as long as teachers, administrators , clerical help , etc., are
allowed to smoke , how can th ey learn it is wrong .
I was told that there
are certain privileges adults have that childr en do not have . I 1 m sorry
I do not g o along with this.
If something is wrong it is wrong at any age.
The laws recognize this in the new revisions in the Juvenile Court Act
which provide that a child cannot be punished for acts that an adult can n ot be punished for , and I am very surprised that you as educators do not
know that childre n learn by example and not by punishment . How can they
learn that smoki r..g i s WTong if they see adulcs smoking all around them ?
And, how can t hey respect t hese same adult s . I would like to se r~ a little
II
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An Alternative To Suspension
For
Smoking Policy Viol at ions

I.

Board and Administrative Phil osophy For Alternative Program
A.

What is the purpose o f the program?
(1)
(2)
(3)

Ke e p s t udents in c]2sses .
Re - introduce da ngers as sociat e d with smoking and h ealth with
suggested direction that stude nt quit smoking.
Pub lic rela t ions fost ered with parent s and taxpayers .
Question: Is there a stronger commitment to one of
these purposes over another?

B.

w~at are expected outcomes of this al terna tive p rogra m?
(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)

App e~ se parents by not suspending child.
Keep more students in class e s .
Furnish pertin e n t information to suppor t a deci sion about
t he continuation of smok in g .
Design and instruct pro gram to a f fect behavior.
Question: Is th e re a stronger commitment to one of
these outcome s ov er another?

C.

What is the wil l ingness o f the b oard to support the ph i losophy as
it has be e n interpreted in quest ions A a n d B?

If the Boa rd of Education f e els more should be done to chan ge student
b e h avior then a d i fferen t approach is needed than was used this past yea r .
The p r ogram was ver y " leader-domina ted" for several reason s including student
contro l and the large number of students p r esent. This appr oach d i d not enab l e exchange o f ideas which can , when done p r oper l y , affec t attitudes a n d
b ehavior
The al t ernative progr am as it was operat ed this past schoo l y ear is also
avai lable if this is the de t ermined direction the b o ard chooses to go.
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II.

Re~omme;,ded Ch a n ge s _For Alt e rnative Program If Program _Is To Be
Of._fered in-1.212.:]6 .
A.

Increase the numbe r of seminars offered from twenty to thirty-five.

B.

Appoint a p e rson coordinator with appropriate compe nsa~ion for
deve l opment and coordinating of program dur~ng the school year .

C.

Raise the salary of those teachers experienced with the program
from $8 . 00 to $9.00 per hour.

D.

Budget an amount equal to the pay three (3) expe rienced teachers
per s e minar .

E.

Admit to the seminar only those students who have been giv e n an
appropriate identification admi t .

F.

Limit the number of students att ending the semina r from each of
the five buildings . A suggested l imit is no more than ten (10)
students from each of the five buildings
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Proi ec t e d Expenses
1975-76

Bud ge t ed Expe~se.§_
1974-75
Instructional Salary

$1,100.00

Instruct i onal Salary
$9.00 p/h exp . t each e r
$8.00 p/h b eginning

$2,362.50

t eacher
Supplies (software )

150.00

Supplies (sof tware )

150.00

